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Global Technical Regulation No. 7 (Head restraints)

1. The GTR7 Informal Working Group (IWG) is charged with considering amendments to
Global Technical Regulation No.7 in the areas of head restraint height, the introduction
of the anthropometric test device – BioRID (Biofidelic Rear Impact Device) and further
amendments that may be considered of an editorial nature. This document represents the
working paper of the Informal Group and is provided to GRSP at this time in order to
update progress.
2. Part A (Statement of Technical Rationale and Justification) of the proposed amendments
has not been drafted in full and the text contained in this document should not be
considered as representative of any final output from the IWG.
3. The IWG will recommend a new procedure to establish the effective height of the head
restraint and this is set out in Annex 1. The IWG intend to present this approach at the
53rd session of GRSP and to seek views of the group so that this element of their work
can be finalised. Notwithstanding paragraph 2 above, a description of this new approach
is contained in Part A.
4. The Terms of Reference of the IWG include a review of the absolute height requirement
for a head restraint. While this has been considered by the IWG it is felt that the issue is
one that cannot be solved in isolation and therefore is being brought back to GRSP for
consideration.
5. Concerns regarding the dimensional variation of 3DH machines have been raised within
the IWG. The trend in seat design to include more pronounced lateral support, coupled
with variation in the width of the 3DH device, presents a risk to a consistent
identification of the H-point. However, the 3DH machine is used in a number of
regulations and before recommending tolerances on the dimensions of the machine the
IWG would welcome the opinion of GRSP.
6. Delivery of the recommendations for the use of BioRID is dependent upon both the
progress finalising the build level of the device and on the injury criteria to be used. This
work, while advanced, is ongoing and therefore the IWG is not currently in a position to
make recommendations. Nevertheless, this document contains initial text aimed at
defining the handling and use of the tool together with recommendations for the sled
pulse to be used.
---------------------
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A.

STATEMENT OF TECHNICAL RATIONALE AND JUSTIFICATION
1.

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT.

1.
A global technical regulation (gtr No. 7) concerning Heads Restraints was established in
the Global Registry on 13 March 2008 (ECE/TRANS/180/Add.7). The driver for this gtr was to
help mitigate the incidence of soft tissue injuries to the head, neck and spine, (commonly
referred to as “whiplash” injuries), that result from vehicle impacts – predominantly rear
impacts. The Safety Case and the extent of Current Knowledge associated with these injuries
was set out in Section A of the gtr and remains valid and relevant.
2.
For the assessment of injury risk the gtr prescribes the use of an anthropometric test
device, and at the time of adoption listed detailed procedures for the use of the Hybrid III tool.
However, it was acknowledged that an alternative tool, BioRID II, was a candidate for use in
whiplash mitigation tests and the gtr contains a placeholder for the later adoption of this tool
complete with assessment criteria.
3.
This amendment to gtr No. 7 is primarily concerned with fulfilling that expectation but,
in accordance with direction gained from the Executive Committee of the 1998 Agreement
(AC.3) of the World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulation (WP.29), this amendment
also amends the procedure for establishing the effective height of a head restraint and introduces
other editorial and technical changes aimed at enhancing the effectiveness of the regulation.
4.
The changes introduced by this amendment are not intended to change the severity of the
original requirements. However, with regard to the introduction of the BioRID atd, Contracting
Parties and regional economic integration organizations are able to adopt preferentially a
particular tool into their national or regional legislation.
2.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND Working Party on Passive Safety (GRSP) for

4.
At its 143rd session, in November 2007, the World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle
Regulations (WP.29) agreed to the establishment of an informal working group under the
development of the gtr on head restraints (gtr no. 7) (ECE/TRANS/WP.29/1064, para. 81) and
that, as indicated in informal document No. WP.29-143-23-Rev.1, the informal working group
should consider, the following issues:
(a) The head restraint height of 850 mm;
(b) The appropriate dynamic test, including the test procedure, injury criteria and the associated
corridors for the biofidelic rear impact dummy - BioRID II.
At its 149th session, in November 2009, Japan submitted to AC.3 a proposal for developing
amendments to the gtr, prepared jointly with the United Kingdom and the United States of
America. A.C.3 adopted the proposal on the basis that, as a first step, the focus should be on
developing a low speed dynamic test using the BioRID II dummy. Regarding the head restraint
height, as a first step the procedures for defining the effective height should be considered. A.C.3
acknowledged that detailed discussions on dummies would be conducted by a Technical
Evaluation Group (TEG), reporting to the informal group. Drawings detailing the uniform
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specification of the test tools were to be developed and provided to the secretariat as reference
material.
To address minor neck injuries (maximum abbreviated injury scale 1 (MAIS 1) that occur in low
speed rear impact crashes, insurance industry groups, such as the International Insurance
Whiplash Prevention Group (IIWPG), Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) and
Thatcham, have been conducting dynamic evaluations of seats. The European new car
assessment programme (EuroNCAP) and the Korean New Car Assessment Program (KNCAP)
introduced dynamic evaluations of seats in 2008, and the Japanese new car assessment
programme (JNCAP) introduced dynamic evaluations of seats in 2009, and the China new car
assessment program introduced dynamic evaluation of seats in 2012. However, the testing and
evaluation methods vary from one programme to another. Additionally, the European Enhanced
Vehicle-safety Committee (EEVC) Working Group 12 has been investigating the appropriate
dynamic test, to address minor injuries in low speed crashes, including the test procedure, injury
criteria and the associated corridors for the BioRID II dummy.
A deeper review of United States of America's initial data shows that while there are a number of
AIS 2 and AIS 3 injuries occurring in rear impact crashes greater than 18 km/h, most of the neck
injuries, which are the focus of this gtr, and which can be evaluated by a rear impact dummy, are
AIS 1. For AIS 1 injuries, there are approximately an equal number of occurrences below 18
km/h as there are above 18 km/h. Research from Japan showed similar trends, with a significant
number of long term minor neck injuries occurring in the rangeof 16 – 25 km/h
(www.unece.org/trans/doc/2010/wp29grsp/GTR7-02-16e.pdf).
An evaluation of research titled "Recommendations for a Low-speed Rear Impact Sled Test
Pulse" conducted by the EEVC concluded that most long term minor neck injuries (greater than
one
month)
are
sustained
at
speeds
between
16
km/h
and
25km/h
(www.eevc.org/publicdocs/EEVC_WG20_Pulse_Recommendations_Sept_2007.pdf). The USA
had been evaluating several dummies and comparing them to cadaver testing at 24 km/h which
can be used to help address these long term minor neck injuries.
Although previous discussions have differentiated between "low speed" and "high speed", all the
research being conducted is at speeds that could be considered to be "low speed" with respect to
short-term and long-term minor neck injuries. Instead of focusing on test speed, the informal
working group were tasked with taking a comprehensive approach to determining the most
appropriate test pulse or test pulses to mitigate minor neck injuries and provide a comparable
level of injury benefit as that in the existing gtr No.7 requirements. It was accepted that should
the group identify options which would provide additional benefits for focusing long term
injuries during the time frame of the work schedule these could be promoted, but this work
should not delay delivery of the principal task.
At the 153rd session of the WP.29, a proposal to amend the ToR to the effect that the dynamic
evaluation method being studied should focus on reducing injuries that occur in low speed rear
impact crashes was submitted jointly by Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States of
America, with the goal to have proposals to amend the gtr adopted by GRSP in December 2012
and approved by WP.29 in June 2013. The proposal for amended ToR was approved.
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At the 154th session of the WP.29, the possibility of a delay in the progress of the injury criteria
work by the United States of America and Japan that may hinder the satisfactory conclusion of
the work was reported. In addition, about handling of the dummy drawing package and other
dummy info, the United States of America questioned whether it should be incorporated into a
separate gtr. It was decided the development of a common resolution between the 1958 and 1998
agreements and suggested that WP.29 would discuss this further.
At the 157th session of the WP.29, the representative of the United Kingdom, on behalf of the
Chair of the informal working group, reported on the work progress of the group that it had been
difficult to finalise the work for the replacement of Hybrid III with BioRID II in the timeframe
and, on the current projection for the delivery of injury criteria the informal working group
would require a 12 month extension of its mandate. AC.3 gave its consent to extend the mandate
of the informal working group until December 2013.
At the 158th session of the WP.29, proposal for a protocol to manage drawings, calibration and
maintenance procedures associated with test tools referenced by UN Regulations and UN Global
Technical Regulations in the framework of the 1958 and 1998 Agreements through
ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2012/124and
WP.29-158-19.
WP.29
adopted
ECE/TRANS/WP.29/2012/124 as amended by the informal document.
3.

GLOBAL TECHNICAL REGULATION REQUIREMENTS

5.

Height of the Head Restraint

6.

Determination of Effective Height

1. There are concerns that the method in which the height is measured may not reflect the
effective height that would be needed to address the safety concerns of taller occupants.
There have been some proposals put forward during Phase 1 to improve the measurement
method, and they were fully developed for inclusion in the gtr during its Phase 2. (See
paragraphs xx - xx for further explanation of this measurement method.)
2. It was initially proposed to include in the gtr the UNECE Regulation No. 17 requirement that
the height of the head restraint face be a minimum of 100 mm to ensure sufficient surface for
the occupant’s head to contact. The UNECE Regulation No. 17 requirement is measured in
the same manner as the overall height of the head restraint. For both there have been
concerns expressed that the measurement taken in this manner does not address the effective
height of the restraint. In the case of extremely contoured head restraints this is
demonstrated in Figure 2.
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3. A proposal to address these concerns was made during the original drafting of gtr No. 7 but
no final decision could was reached. In the process of defining effective height, in response
to statements that the back-of-head is in dependence of the occupants’ height, a TNO study
was introduced (GTR7-04-03). TNO made use of the automotive posture known from
UMTRI-83-53-1 (=the study used to create the HRMD concept), and combined this with the
anthropometric database CAESAR (Civilian American and European Surface Anthropometry
Resource). It was found that in this posture (UMTRI design torso angle!) the back-of-head of
the CAESAR 2004 NL large male is 39 mm more rearward than an HRMD-occupant (for
comparison: in the UMTRI-86-39 study the difference in back-of-head position between the
mid-size male and a large male from the 1980’s is 31 mm). So one could state that the
effective height (in figure 2 indicated for HRMD-occupant) for this CAESAR 2004 NL large
male is reached at a bigger backset comprising the HRMD backset + Distance x (here 39
mm).To be able to calculate this “Distance x” for any design torso angle the principle of the
Torso & Neck Link (shown in Annex 5 of gtr No.7, Phase 1) is supplemented with an upscaled Torso & Neck Link representing the CAESAR 2004 NL large male. The outcomes of
the calculations are put in a table. This table expresses the difference in back-of-head position
(in direction X) between the mid-sized male (HRMD) and the large male (CEASAR NL
2004 male) at various torso angles and this is described shortly as Distance x .The test
procedure for effective head restraint height, is reduced to merely goniometric measurements
(excluding non-biofidelic interactions) and comprises simply 5 steps. (GTR7-08-03)
4. For height measurement of the head restraint the point IP will be leading and also for the
check on a minimum height requirement for the front surface of the head restraint this is
recommended, given the fact that already in Phase 1 some Contracting Parties may expressed
the wish to continue regulating a 100 mm minimum height requirement under their current
regulation scheme.
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7.

BioRID II UN
(a) Biofidelity
(b) Repeatability and Reproducibility
(i) EEVC
(ii) PDB
(iii) NHTSA
(iv) OSRP
(v) EC
(vi) KATRI
(vii) Japan
(viii) BASt / Humanetics
(ix) Comparison with Hybrid III
(c) Conclusion and extent of application
(d) Certification
Reserved pending outcome of the certification programme of the TEG.
(d) Specifications
In testing, BioRID exhibited good repeatability in a number of studies. However,
problems were identified regarding reproducibility among different dummies. It was
recognized that the generic build level according to commercial identification did not
adequately specify the tool and a specific build level was established, BioRID II UN,
along with dummy improvements.
Insert additional section on control of materials e.g. pelvis and torso flesh, spine bumpers,
etc.

8.

Injury Criteria
(a) Volunteer Testing - Reserve for completion of JARI study.
(b) PMHS – Reserve for completion of NHTSA study.
(c) EEVC -
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9.

Backset Measurement Method
Measurement of Backset using coordinate measuring apparatus

10.

Leadtime.
It is recommended that Contracting Parties implementing this gtr allow adequate lead time
before full mandatory application, considering the necessary vehicle development time and
product lifecycle.
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B.

TEXT OF THE REGULATION

1.

PURPOSE
This regulation specifies requirements for head restraints to reduce the frequency
and severity of injuries caused by rearward displacement of the head relative motion of
the head, the neck, and the torso resulting from rear impact..

2.

APPLICATION / SCOPE
This regulation applies to all Category 1-1 vehicles; Category 1-2 vehicles with a
Gross Vehicle Mass of up to 4,500 kg; and Category 2 vehicles with a Gross
Vehicle Mass of up to 4,500 kg. 1/

3.

DEFINITIONS

3.1.

"Adjustable head restraint" means a head restraint that is capable of movement
independent of the seatback between at least two positions of adjustment intended
for occupant use.

3.2.

"Backlight" means rearward-facing window glazing located at the rear of the roof
panel.

3.3.

"Backset" means the horizontal distance between the front surface of the head
restraint and the rearmost point of the head restraint measurement device, as measured
in accordance with Annex 4 or Annex 5.

3.3.1.

"R-point [SGRP] Backset" means the backset as measured in accordance with Annex 5.

3.3.2.

H-point Backset" means the backset as measured in accordance with Annex 4.

3.3.3.

BioRID Reference Backset " means the backset as measured in accordance with Annex 9.

3.4. "Design torso angle" means the angle measured between a vertical line through the R-point
and the torso line in a position which corresponds to the design position of the seat back
established by the vehicle manufacturer.
3.5. "Effective top of the head restraint" means the highest point on the centreline of the head
restraint, determined in accordance with Annex 1 and designated as point IP.
3.6. "Head restraint height" means the distance from the R-point, measured parallel to the torso
line to the effective top of the head restraint on a plane normal to the torso line.

1/ A contracting party may restrict application of the requirements in its domestic legislation if it
decides that such restriction is appropriate.
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3.7.

["Head restraint measurement device (HRMD)" means a separate head shaped
device used with the H-point machine with the head form, as defined in Annex 4,
attached with sliding scale at the back of the head for the purpose of measuring
backset. 2/]

3.8.

"Head restraint" means, at any designated seating position, a device that limits
rearward displacement of a seated occupant's head relative to the occupant's torso
and that has a height equal to or greater than 700 mm at any point between two
vertical longitudinal planes passing at 85 mm on either side of the [torso line][SGRP],
in any position of backset and height adjustment, as measured in accordance with
Annex 1.

3.9.

"H-point" means the pivot centre of the torso and thigh of the H-point machine when
installed in a vehicle seat in accordance with Annex 12. Once determined in
accordance with the procedure described in Annex 12, the "H" point is considered
fixed in relation to the seat-cushion structure and is considered to move with it when
the seat is adjusted.

3.10.

"Intended for occupant use" means, when used in reference to the adjustment of a
seat and head restraint, adjustment positions used by seated occupants while the
vehicle is in motion, and not those intended solely for the purpose of allowing ease
of ingress and egress of occupants; access to cargo storage areas; and storage of
cargo in the vehicle.

3.11. "Longitudinal plane" means any plane parallel to the median longitudinal plane of the
vehicle, as defined in Annex 11. {Note: Revisit following receipt of SAE definition.}
3.12.

"R-point" means a design point defined by the vehicle manufacturer for each
designated seating position and established with respect to the three-dimensional
reference system as defined by Annex 11. The R-point:

3.12.1.

Establishes the rearmost normal design driving or riding position of each designated
seating position in a vehicle;

3.12.2.

Has coordinates established relative to the designed vehicle structure;

3.12.3.

Simulates the position of the centre pivot of the human torso and thigh;

3.12.4.

Is defined in Annex 12 of this regulation.

3.13.

"Three-dimensional H-point machine" (H-point machine) means the device used for
the determination of "H-points" and actual torso angles. This device is defined in
Annex 13.

2/ The technical specifications and detailed drawings of HRMD, are deposited with the Secretary
General of the United Nations and may be consulted on request at the secretariat of the UNECE,
Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.
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3.14.

"Torso line" means the centreline of the probe of the H-point machine with the
probe in the fully rearward position.

3.7.

"Head restraint height" means the distance from the R-point, measured parallel to
the torso line to the top of the head restraint on a plane normal to the torso line.

3.11.

"Top of the head restraint" means the point on the head restraint centreline with the
greatest height.

3.13.

"Actual torso angle" means the angle measured between a vertical line through the
H-point and the torso line using the back angle quadrant on the H-point machine.
The actual torso angle corresponds theoretically to the design torso angle.

3.14.

"Design torso angle" means the angle measured between a vertical line through the
R-point and the torso line in a position which corresponds to the design position of
the seat back established by the vehicle manufacturer.

4.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4.1.

Whenever a range of measurements is specified, the head restraint shall meet the
requirement at any position of adjustment intended for occupant use.

4.2.

In each vehicle subject to the requirements of this regulation, a head restraint shall
be provided at each front outboard designated seating position, conforming to either
paragraph 4.2.1. or paragraph 4.2.2.

4.2.1.

The head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.1., 5.2., 5.4., and 5.5. of this
regulation.

4.2.2.

The head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.1.1. to 5.1.4., 5.3., 5.4., and 5.5. of
this regulation.

4.3.

For vehicles equipped with rear outboard and/or front centre head restraints, the
head restraint shall conform to either paragraph 4.3.1. or paragraph 4.3.2.

4.3.1.

The head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.1.1. to 5.1.4., 5.2., 5.4., and 5.5. of
this regulation.

4.3.2.

The head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.1.1. to 5.1.4., 5.3., 5.4., and 5.5. of
this regulation.

4.4.

For vehicles equipped with rear centre head restraints, the head restraint shall
conform to either paragraph 4.4.1 or 4.4.2.

4.4.1.

The head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.1.2. to 5.1.4., 5.2., 5.4., and 5.5. of
this regulation.
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4.4.2.

The head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.1.2. to 5.1.4., 5.3., 5.4., and 5.5. of
this regulation.

4.5.

This regulation does not apply to auxiliary seats such as temporary or folding jump
seats or to side-facing or rear-facing seats.

4.6.

At designated seating positions incapable of seating the test dummy specified in
paragraph 5.3. of this regulation, the applicable head restraint shall conform to either
paragraph 4.2.1., or 4.3.1, or 4.4.1. of this regulation, as appropriate.

5.

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

5.1.

Dimensional requirements

5.1.1.

Minimum Height

5.1.1.1.

General specifications
The following requirements on minimum height shall be demonstrated in
accordance with Annex 1.

5.1.1.2.

Front outboard designated seating positions
The top height of a head restraint located in a front outboard designated seating
position shall, except as provided in paragraph 5.1.1.4. of this regulation, have a
height of:
(a) not less than [800] mm in at least one position of head restraint adjustment,
and
(b) not less than [750] [720] mm in any position of head restraint adjustment.

5.1.1.3.

Front centre designated seating positions equipped with head restraints
The top height of a head restraint located in the front centre designated seating
position shall have a height of be not less than [750] [720] mm in any position of
adjustment, except as provided in paragraph 5.1.1.4. of this regulation.

5.1.1.4.

[Exception
The top of a head restraint located in a front outboard designated seating position
shall have a height of not less than 700 mm when the head restraint is adjusted to its
lowest position intended for occupant use; if the interior surface of the vehicle
roofline, including the headliner, If the interior surface of the vehicle roofline,
including the headliner, physically prevents a head restraint, located in the front
designated seating position, from attaining the height required by paragraphs 5.1.1.2.
and or 5.1.1.3. of this regulation as applicable, the gap between the head restraint
and the interior surface of the roofline, including the headliner, when measured in
accordance with Annex 1 paragraph 2.3.3.1, shall not be greater than 50 mm [when
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the head restraint is adjusted to its highest position intended for occupant use].
However, in no instance shall the height of a head restraint located in a front
outboard designated seating position be less than [700 mm] when the head restraint
is adjusted to its lowest position intended for occupant use. In those instances, the
vertical distance between the top of the head restraint and the interior surface of the
roofline, including the headliner, shall not exceed 50 mm for convertibles
and 25 mm for all other vehicles, when the head restraint is adjusted to its highest
position intended for occupant use.]
5.1.1.5.

[Rear outboard designated seating positions equipped with head restraints
The top height of a head restraint located in a rear outboard designated seating
position shall have a height of not less than [750] [720] mm in any position of
adjustment, except as provided in paragraph 5.1.1.6. of this regulation.]

5.1.1.6.

[Exception
The requirements of paragraph 5.1.1.5. of this regulation do not apply If the interior
surface of the vehicle roofline, including the headliner, or backlight physically
prevent a head restraint, located in the rear outboard designated seating position,
from attaining the required height. In those instances, the maximum vertical
distance between the top of height required by paragraph 5.1.1.5 of this regulation,
the gap between the head restraint and interior surface of the roofline, including the
headliner, or the backlight when measured in accordance with Annex 1 paragraph
2.3.3.1, shall not [exceed] [be greater than] 50 mm for convertibles and 25 mm for
all other vehicles, when the head restraint is adjusted to its highest position intended
for occupant use.

5.1.2.

Minimum width
When measured in accordance with Annex 2, the lateral width of a head restraint
shall be not less than 85 mm on either side of the torso line (distances L and L'
measured as per Annex 2).

5.1.3.

Gaps within head restraint
If a head restraint has any gap greater than 60 mm when measured in accordance
with Annex 3, the maximum rearward displacement of the head form shall be less
than 102 mm when the head restraint is tested at that gap in accordance with
Annex 6.

5.1.4.

Gaps between head restraint and the top of the seat back
When measured in accordance with Annex 3, there shall not be a gap greater
than 60 mm between the bottom of the head restraint and the top of the seat back if
the head restraint can not be adjusted in height.
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In the case of head restraints adjustable in height to more than one position intended
for occupant use, when measured in accordance with Annex 3, there shall not be a
gap greater than 25 mm between the bottom of the head restraint and the top of the
seat back, with the head restraint adjusted to its lowest height position.
5.1.5.

Backset requirements

5.1.5.1.

General specifications

5.1.5.1.1.

Head restraints on the front outboard designated seating positions shall meet the
backset requirements of paragraph 5.1.5.2.

5.1.5.2.

Static maximum backset requirements

5.1.5.2.1.

For height adjustable head restraints, the requirements shall be met with the
effective top of the head restraint in all height positions of adjustment between [750]
[720] mm and [800] mm, inclusive. If the effective top of the head restraint, in its
lowest position of adjustment, is above 800 mm, the requirements of this regulation
shall be met at that position only.
[For head restraints that are adjustable in a longitudinal plane of the vehicle, the
maximum backset requirement shall be achieved in any position of the available
backset adjustment.] {Note: Require NHTSA input for interpretation of this last point

5.1.5.2.2.

When measured in accordance with Annex 4, the backset shall not be more
than 55 mm. Based on a determination by each Contracting Party or regional
economic integration organization, the manufacturer may be allowed the option to
measure in accordance with Annex 5 as an alternative, in which case the backset
shall not be more than 45 mm.

5.1.5.2.3.

In the case of Annex 4, if the front outboard head restraint is not attached to the seat
back, it shall not be possible to adjust the head restraint such that the [HRMD Hpoint] backset is more than 55 mm when the seat back inclination is positioned
closer to vertical than the position specified in Annex 4.

5.1.5.2.4.

The above requirements on maximum backset shall be demonstrated by taking the
arithmetic mean of 3 measurements obtained in accordance with Annex 4 or
Annex 5.

5.2.

Static performance requirements
Each head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.2.1. to 5.2.4. of this regulation.

5.2.1.

Energy absorption
When the front surface of the head restraint is impacted in accordance with Annex 7,
the deceleration of the head form shall not exceed 785 m/s2 (80g) continuously for
more than 3 milliseconds.
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5.2.2.

Adjustable head restraint height retention
When tested in accordance with Annex 8, the mechanism of the adjustable head
restraint shall not fail in such a way as to allow downward movement of the head
restraint by more than 25 mm.

5.2.3.

Displacement and backset retention

5.2.3.1.

General Specifications.

5.2.3.1.1.

In the case of head restraints with an adjustable backset, the head restraint shall
conform to the displacement and backset retention requirements of
paragraph 5.2.3.2. of this regulation. However, based on the determination of each
Contracting Party or regional economic integration organization, the manufacturer
may be allowed to apply the displacement requirements of paragraph 5.2.3.3. as an
alternative.

5.2.3.1.2.

All other head restraints shall conform to the displacement requirements of
paragraph 5.2.3.3.

5.2.3.2.

Displacement and backset retention.

5.2.3.2.1.

When the head restraint is tested in any position of backset adjustment in accordance
with Annex 6, the head form shall:

5.2.3.2.1.1. Not be displaced more than 25 mm during the application of the initial reference
moment of 37 Nm;
5.2.3.2.1.2. Not be displaced more than 102 mm perpendicularly and rearward of the displaced
extended torso line during the application of a 373 Nm moment about the R-point;
and
5.2.3.2.1.3. Return to within 13 mm of its initial reference position after the following sequence
occurs: application of a 373 Nm moment about the R-point; reduction of the
moment to 0 Nm; and by re-application of the initial reference load 37 Nm.
5.2.3.3.

Displacement

5.2.3.3.1.

When the head restraint is tested in the rearmost (relative to the seat) position of
horizontal adjustment (if provided) in accordance with Annex 6, the head form shall
not be displaced more than 102 mm perpendicularly and rearward of the displaced
extended torso line during the application of a 373 Nm moment about the R-point.

5.2.4.

Head restraint strength
When the head restraint is tested in accordance with Annex 6, the load applied to the
head restraint shall reach 890 N and remain at 890 N for a period of 5 seconds.
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5.3.

Dynamic performance requirements

5.3.1.

Based on a determination by each Contracting Party or regional economic
integration organization, either a Hybrid III 50th percentile male dummy 3/ or a
BioRID II 50th percentile male dummy shall be used to determine compliance. If a
Hybrid III dummy is used, the head restraint shall meet the requirements of
paragraph 5.3.2. If a BioRID II dummy is used, the head restraint shall meet the
requirements of paragraph 5.3.3.

5.3.2.

Hybrid III Requirements

5.3.2.1.

When tested during forward acceleration of the dynamic test platform, in accordance
with Annex 9, at each designated seating position equipped with a head restraint, the
head restraint shall conform to paragraphs 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.3.

5.3.2.2.

Angular rotation
Limit the maximum rearward angular rotation between the head and torso of the
50th percentile male Hybrid III test dummy to 12 degrees for the dummy in all
outboard designated seating positions;

5.3.2.3.

Head injury criteria
Limit the maximum HIC15 value to 500. HIC15 is calculated as follows: For any
two points in time, t1 and t2, during the event which are separated by not more than
a 15 millisecond time interval and where t1 is less than t2, the head injury criterion
(HIC15) is determined using the resultant head acceleration at the centre of gravity
of the dummy head, ar, expressed as a multiple of g (the acceleration of gravity) and
is calculated using the expression:
2 .5


 1 t2
HIC  
ar dt  (t 2  t 1)


 (t 2  t 1) t 1

5.3.3.

BioRID II Requirements
Reserved: Until BioRID II requirements are included in this regulation or adopted
in the national regulation of a Contracting Party or regional economic integration
organization, head restraints shall comply with either paragraph 5.3.3.1. or 5.3.3.2.

3/ The technical specifications and detailed drawings of Hybrid III dummy, corresponding to the
principal dimensions of a 50th percentile male of the United States of America, and the
specifications for its adjustment for this test are deposited with the Secretary General of the
United Nations and may be consulted on request at the secretariat of the UNECE, Palais des
Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.
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as appropriate.
5.3.3.1. Each head restraint, when tested during forward acceleration or deceleration of the
dynamic test platform, using BioRID II 50th percentile male dummy[43/] in accordance
with Annex 9, shall conform to the requirements of paragraph 5.3.2.2.
[5.3.3.2

Evaluation Criteria

Each head restraint shall meet the requirements of paragraphs 5.3.2.2.1 and 5.3.2.2.2 using
the dummy.
5.3.3.2.1

Neck force and moment [values in [ ] denote current

Upper neck shear force (Upper Neck Fx), flexion and extension: FXmax shall not exceed
[730]. [907]
Lower neck shear force (Lower Neck Fx), flexion and extension: FXmax shall not
exceed [730]. [907]
Upper neck axial force (Upper Neck Fz):
Fzmax shall not exceed [1130]. [1404]
Lower neck axial force (Lower Neck Fz):
Fzmax shall not exceed [1480]. [1839]
Upper neck lateral axial rotation moment (Upper Neck My) flexion and extension :
Myocmax shall not exceed [40]. [50]
Lower neck lateral axial rotation moment (Lower Neck My) flexion and extension :
Mymax shall not exceed [40].] [50]
5.4.

[General]

5.4.1.

Based on a determination by each Contracting Party or regional economic
integration organization, dynamic head restraints shall comply with any or all of the
items contained in paragraph 5.2.

5.4.2.

All other head restraints shall meet the requirements of either paragraph 4.2.1, 4.3.1,
or 4.4.1, as appropriate.

4 [The technical specifications and detailed drawings of BioRID II UN dummy, corresponding to the principal
dimensions of a 50th percentile male of [the United States of America], and the specifications for its adjustment
when used for the purpose of this regulation are recorded in Addendum I to Mutual Resolution No. 1,
[TRANS/WP.29/1101/Add.1] of the United Nations 1958 and 1998 Agreements.]
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5.4.

Non-use positions

5.4.1.

A driver head restraint shall not have a non-use position.

5.4.2.

A front outboard passenger head restraint may be adjusted to a position at which its
height does not comply with the requirements of paragraph 5.1.1.2. of this
regulation. However, in any such position, the front outboard passenger head
restraint shall meet paragraph 5.4.4.1. of this regulation.

5.4.3.

All rear head restraints and any front centre head restraint may be adjusted to a
position at which their height does not comply with the requirements of either
paragraph 5.1.1.3. or 5.1.1.5. of this regulation. However, in any such position, the
head restraint shall also meet one additional requirement from a set of several
alternative test requirements.
The set of alternative test requirements may be, at the choice of the manufacturer
either paragraph 5.4.4.1., or 5.4.4.2., or 5.4.4.3. or 5.4.4.4. of this regulation.
Based on a determination by each Contracting Party or regional economic
integration organization, the manufacturer may also be allowed to choose
paragraph 5.4.4.5. of this regulation as an alternative to paragraphs 5.4.4.1. to
5.4.4.4.

5.4.4.

Alternative requirements
All of the items described in paragraphs 5.4.4.1. to 5.4.4.5. are permitted as
additional features.

5.4.4.1.

In all designated seating positions equipped with head restraints, except the driver's
designated seating position, the head restraint shall automatically return from a nonuse position to a position in which its minimum height is not less than that specified
in paragraph 5.1.1. of this regulation when a 5th percentile female Hybrid III test
dummy 5/6is positioned in the seat in accordance with Annex 10. At the option of
the manufacturer, instead of using a 5th percentile female Hybrid III test dummy,
human beings may be used as specified in Annex 10.

5.4.4.2.

In front centre and rear designated seating positions equipped with head restraints,
the head restraint shall, when tested in accordance with Annex 10, be capable of
manually rotating either forward or rearward by not less than 60 degrees from any
position of adjustment intended for occupant use in which its minimum height is not
less than that specified in paragraph 5.1.1. of this regulation.

5/ The technical specifications and detailed drawings of Hybrid III dummy, corresponding to the principal
dimensions of a 5th percentile female of the United States of America, and the specifications for its adjustment for
this test are deposited with the Secretary General of the United Nations and may be consulted on request at the
secretariat of the UNECE, Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.
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5.4.4.3.

When measured in accordance with Annex 10, the lower edge of the head restraint
(HLE) shall be not more than 460 mm, but not less than 250 mm from the R-point
and the thickness (S) shall not be less than 40 mm.

5.4.4.4.

When tested in accordance with Annex 10, the head restraint shall cause the torso
line angle to be at least 10 degrees closer to vertical than when the head restraint is
in any position of adjustment in which its height is not less than that specified in
paragraph 5.1.1. of this regulation.

5.4.4.5

The head restraint shall be marked with a label in the form of a pictogram which
may include explanatory text. The label shall either provide an indication when the
head restraint is in a non-use position or provide information to enable an occupant
to determine whether the head restraint is in a non-use position. The label shall be
durably affixed and located such that it is clearly visible by an occupant when
entering the vehicle to the designated seating position. Examples of possible designs
of pictograms are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
5.5.

Removability of head restraints
The head restraints shall not be removable without a deliberate action distinct from
any action necessary for upward head restraint adjustment.

6.

TEST CONDITIONS
The test procedures described in the following annexes are to be performed using
any or all of the following:

6.1.

A full vehicle including at least the seat to be tested and all necessary seat and head
restraint equipment.

6.2.

A vehicle body in white including at least the seat to be tested and all necessary seat
and head restraint equipment as well as all necessary equipment for the activation of
dynamic head restraint. .
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6.3.

Where the performance of the seat is assessed independent of the vehicle, a seat
equipped with its head restraint and all necessary attachment hardware, as well as all
necessary equipment for the activation of dynamic head restraints. Where a
manufacturer requests, a seat belt, equivalent of that used in the vehicle, and its
anchorages may be used.
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Annex 1
MINIMUM HEIGHT MEASUREMENT TEST PROCEDURE
1.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this test procedure is to demonstrate compliance with the minimum
height requirements described in paragraph 5.1.1. of this regulation.

2.

PROCEDURE FOR HEIGHT MEASUREMENT
Compliance with the requirements of paragraph 5.1.1. of this regulation is demonstrated
by using the height measurement apparatus procedure defined in paragraph 2.2. and 2.3.
below.
The seat is adjusted such that its H-point coincides with the R- point; if the seat back is
adjustable, it is set at the design seat back angle; both of these adjustments are in
accordance with the requirements of paragraph 2.1. below. The height of the head
restraint is the distance between point A and the intersection of lines AE and FG.

2.1.

Relationship between the H-point and the R-point
When the seat is positioned in accordance to the manufacturer's specifications, the Hpoint, as defined by its coordinates, shall lie within a square of 50 mm side length with
horizontal and vertical sides whose diagonals intersect at the R-point, and the actual
torso angle is within 5 degrees of the design torso angle.

2.1.1.

If these conditions are met, the R-point and the design torso angle are used to determine
the height of the head restraints in accordance with this Annex.

2.1.2.

If the H-point or the actual torso angle does not satisfy the requirements of
paragraph 2.1., the H-point and the actual torso angle are determined twice more (three
times in all). If the results of two of these three operations satisfy the requirements, the
conditions of paragraph 2.1.1. shall apply.

2.1.3.

If the results of at least two of the three operations described in paragraph 2.1.2. do not
satisfy the requirements of paragraph 2.1. the centroid of the three measured points or
the average of the three measured angles is used and be regarded as applicable in all
cases where the R-point or the design torso angle is referred to in this Annex.
The seat is adjusted such that its H-point coincides with the R-point; if the seat back is
adjustable, it is set at the design seat back angle; relationship between the H-point and
the R-point shall be in accordance with the requirements of Annex 5 paragraph 2.2.
[If, elsewhere during head restraint testing, the H-point and actual torso angle have been
found in accordance with Annex 5 paragraph 2.2.1. the check on the relationship does
not need to be repeated for the height measurement test procedure of this Annex.]
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[If, elsewhere during head restraint testing, the H-point and/or actual torso angle have
not been found in accordance with Annex 5 paragraph 2.2.1. but consequently
paragraph 2.2.3. or paragraph 2.2.4. of Annex 5 have been applied, then the check on
the relationship does not have to be repeated for the height measurement.]
2.2.

Height measuring apparatus
The height measurement apparatus consists of (see Figure 1-1): is based on the usage of
apparatus that facilitate the measurement of coordinates

2.2.1.

A straight edge AE. The lower point A is placed at the R point location in accordance
with paragraph 2.1. of this Annex. The line AE is parallel to the design torso angle.

2.2.2.

A straight edge FG, perpendicular to the line AE and in contact with the top of the head
restraint. The height of the head restraint is the distance between point A and the
intersection of the lines AE and FG.

2.3.

Height measurement for front outboard head restraints

2.3.1.

If adjustable, adjust the top of the head restraint to the highest position and measure the
height.
If adjustable, adjust the top of the head restraint to the lowest position intended for
normal use, other than any non-use position described in paragraph 5.4. of this
regulation, and measure the height.
Determination of contact point CP (see Figure 1-1)
Adjust the head restraint to the position intended for use by the mid-sized male[1], as
specified by the manufacturer. In the absence of any specification, the head restraint
shall be adjusted as close as possible to the mid position. If two positions of adjustment
are equidistant from the mid position, the head restraint shall be adjusted to the higher
of the mid position and/or rear of the mid position.
For head restraints not adjustable for height, the fixed position shall be used.
If there is only one in-use position, this shall be treated as a head restraint which is not
adjustable for height.
The CP is defined as the intersection of a horizontal line, on the height of the Zcoordinate of the back-of-head of the mid-sized male (as given in table 1), with the front
surface of the head restraint as indicated in Figure 1-1. Once established, the point cp is
a virtual seat reference point (x and z coordinates).}

1 The back-of-head of the mid-sized male is represented by the HRMD attached to the three-dimensional H-point
machine, as well as by the Torso & Neck Link with the head room probe fitted 71 mm rearwards (see Figure 1-1)
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Where CP cannot be determined because the horizontal line through the back-of-head of
the mid-sized male is located above the head restraint, the head restraint must be raised
to the next locking position to enable the determination of point CP.
In the instance where this will not produce a point of intersection, the CP will be
designated at the horizontal top of the head restraint. The horizontal top of the head
restraint being defined as the vertically uppermost point on the head restraint, which is
determined by lowering a horizontal line in the median longitudinal plane of the
designated seating position until it touches the head restraint (see Figure 1-4). Where
more points are located at the same height, the longitudinally forward most point is
designated as of the horizontal top of the head restraint is designated as CP.]
{Note: This paragraph2.3.1 describes only CP }
Where CP cannot be determined because the horizontal line through the back-of-head of
the mid-sized male is on the level of a gap within the head restraint, CP will be
determined using a 165 mm diameter sphere with its centre at the same height level as
the horizontal line through the back-of-head of the mid-sized male.
When the sphere is making first contact with the head restraint, CP is designated as the
rearmost point of the sphere in the gap area (see Figure 1-5).
2.3.2.

For front outboard head restraints that are prevented by the interior surface of the
vehicle roofline from meeting the required height as specified in paragraph 5.1.1.2. of
this regulation, the requirements of paragraph 5.1.1.4. of this regulation are assessed by
the following procedure:

2.3.2.1. Adjust the head restraint to its maximum height and measure the clearance between the
top of the head restraint and the interior surface of the roofline or the rear backlight, by
attempting to pass a 25 ± 0.5 mm sphere between them. In the case of convertibles, the
diameter of the sphere is 50 ± 0.5 mm.
2.3.2.2. Adjust the top of the head restraint to the lowest position of adjustment intended for
normal use, other than any non-use position described in paragraph 5.4. of this
regulation, and measure the height.
Determination of intersection point IP
Adjust the head restraint to the uppermost position. If the head restraint is tiltable or
adjustable [fore-and-aft], the tilt and [fore-and-aft] adjustment used for the
determination of CP will be kept.
The IP is determined on the front surface of the head restraint as the intersection with a
vertical line rearwards of CP (see Figure 1-2) at the “distance x” (as given in table 1).
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Where IP would be located rearwards of the horizontal top of the head restraint, IP will
be designated at the horizontal top of the head restraint (see Figure 1-4).
{ Note: consider all references to “horizontal top” for similar solution.}
Where the CP will be is designated at the horizontal top of the head restraint in
paragraph 2.3.1., and there is no existing point of IP on the head restraint surface, the IP
is determined also designated on the horizontal top of the head restraint as determined in
accordance with paragraph 2.3.1.
{Note: Need IP definition of the horizontal top for height calculation at paragraph 2.3.3}
The determined point “IP” will be kept in any adjustment position.
For head restraints not adjustable for height, IP is to be determined in the fixed position.
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HEAD POSITION TABLE
Location of the back-of-head of two designated males in automotive posture
with respect to the R-point at several design torso angles,
and their in-between “distance x”
“Distance
x”:
X-coordinate of back-of- Z-coordinate of back-of- X-coordinate of backdistance
Desig
head calculated for the head calculated for the of-head calculated for
between Xn
large male 1
mid-sized male
mid-sized male
coordinates
torso
of back-ofangle
head of both
males
88.5*
504.5*sin(design torso
504.5*cos(design torso
593*sin(design torso sin(design
angle - 2.6)+71
angle - 2.6)+203
angle - 2.6)+76
torso angle2.6)+5
5
92
707
101
9
6
101
707
111
10
7
110
706
121
12
8
118
705
132
13
9
127
704
142
15
10
136
703
152
16
11
145
702
163
18
12
153
701
173
19
13
162
699
183
21
14
171
698
193
22
15
179
696
203
24
16
188
694
213
26
17
196
692
223
27
18
205
689
233
29
19
213
687
243
30
20
222
684
253
31
21
230
682
263
33
22
239
679
273
34
23
247
676
283
36
24
255
673
292
37
25
263
669
302
39
26
271
666
312
40
27
279
662
321
42
28
287
659
330
43
29
295
655
340
44
30
303
651
349
46

Table 1
1 The large male is represented by a virtually upscaled Torso & Neck Link; where the mid-sized male

version of the Torso & Neck Link measures 504.5 mm & 203 mm with the head room probe 71 mm
rearwards, the upscaled version for the large male measures respectively 593 mm & 219 mm with the
head room probe 76 mm rearwards.
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2.3.3.

Determination of the highest head restraint height
The head restraint height is the distance from the R-point, parallel to the torso reference
line and limited by a line perpendicular to the torso reference line intersecting IP (see
Figure 1-3).
After the coordinates of IP are determined, the highest head restraint height can be
calculated by its longitudinal (ΔX) and vertical (ΔZ) distance from the R-point (see Figure
1-3), as follows:
Head restraint height =
ΔX · SIN(design torso angle) + ΔZ · COS(design torso angle)

2.3.3.1. Determination of the highest head restraint height in case of exception according
paragraph 5.1.1.4 and 5.1.1.6.
Adjust the head restraint to its highest position intended for occupant use and measure the
clearance between the highest point on the center line of the head restraint and the interior
surface of the roofline or the rear backlight, by attempting to pass a 50 ± 0.5 mm sphere,
between them.
2.3.4.

Determination of the lowest head restraint height
Adjust the top of the head restraint to the lowest position of adjustment intended for
normal use other than any non-use position described in paragraph 5.4. of this Regulation.
In this lowest in-use position, the head restraint height is the distance from the R-point,
parallel to the torso reference line and limited by a line perpendicular to the torso reference
line intersecting the point IP (the IP was determined for the highest head restraint height in
paragraph 2.3.3.).
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Figure 1-1. Making clear the goniometry in the test procedure using apparatus that facilitate the
measurement of coordinates. The H-point machine + HRMD are only shown for
explaining the concept but are not needed for this test procedure.
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Figure 1-2

Figure 1-3
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Figure 1-4

Figure 1-5

2.4.

Height measurement for front centre and rear outboard head restraints

2.4.1.

If adjustable, adjust the top of the head restraint to the lowest position of adjustment
intended for normal use, other than any non-use position described in paragraph 5.4. of
this regulation and measure the height.

2.4.2.

For head restraints that are prevented by the interior surface of the vehicle roofline or
rear backlight from meeting the required height as specified in paragraphs 5.1.1.3.
or 5.1.1.5. of this regulation, the requirements of paragraphs 5.1.1.4. and 5.1.1.6. are
assessed by the following procedure:

2.4.2.1. If adjustable, adjust the head restraint to its maximum height and measure the clearance
between the top of the head restraint or the seat back at all seat back angles for intended
use and the interior surface of the roofline or the rear backlight, by attempting to pass
a 25 ± 0.5 mm sphere between them. In the case of convertibles, the diameter of the
sphere is 50 ± 0.5 mm.
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Figure 1-1 DELETED
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Annex 2
MINIMUM WIDTH MEASUREMENT TEST PROCEDURE
1.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this test procedure is to demonstrate compliance with the minimum width
requirements described in paragraph 5.1.2. of this regulation.

2.

PROCEDURE FOR WIDTH MEASUREMENT

2.1.

The seat is adjusted such that its H-point coincides with the R-point; if the seat back is
adjustable, it is set at the design seat back angle; both these adjustments are in accordance
with the requirements of paragraph 2.1. of Annex 1.

2.2.

The plane S1 is a plane perpendicular to the reference line and situated 65  3 mm below
the effective top of the head restraint.

2.3.

Planes P and P' are vertical longitudinal planes, tangential to each side of the head
restraint to be measured.

2.4.

Measure the distance L and L', measured in the plane S1 between the vertical longitudinal
plane passing through the torso line and vertical longitudinal planes P and P'.

Figure 2-1
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Annex 3
GAP MEASUREMENT TEST PROCEDURE
1.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this test procedure is to evaluate any gaps within head restraints as well
as gaps between the bottom of the head restraint and the top of the seat back, in
accordance with the requirements of paragraphs 5.1.3. and 5.1.4. of this regulation.
Any gaps within the head restraint are measured using the sphere procedure described in
paragraph 2. of this Annex.
Gaps between the bottom of the head restraint and the top of the seat back are measured
using either the sphere procedure described in paragraphs 2.1. through 2.5. of this
Annex, or, at the manufacturer option, using the linear procedure described in
paragraph 3. of this Annex.

2.

GAP MEASUREMENT USING A SPHERE

2.1.

The seat is adjusted such that its H-point coincides with the R-point; if the seat back is
adjustable, it is set at the design seat back angle; both these adjustments are in
accordance with the requirements of paragraph 2.1. of Annex 1.

2.2.

The head restraint is adjusted to its lowest height position and any backset position
intended for occupant use.

2.3.

The area of measurement is anywhere between two vertical longitudinal planes passing
at 85 mm on either side of the torso line and above the top of the seat back.

2.4.

Applying a load of no more than 5 N against the area of measurement specified in
paragraph 2.3. above, place a 165  2 mm diameter spherical head form against any gap
such that at least two points of contact are made within the area.

2.5.

Determine the gap dimension by measuring the straight line distance between the inner
edges of the two furthest contact points, as shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2.

2.6.

For gaps within the head restraint, if the measurement determined in paragraph 2.5 of
this Annex exceeds 60 mm, then in order to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of paragraph 5.1.3. of this regulation, the seat back displacement test
procedure described in Annex 6 is performed, by applying to each gap, using a sphere
of 165 mm in diameter, a force passing through the centre of gravity of the smallest of
the sections of the gap, along transversal planes parallel to the torso line, and
reproducing a moment of 373 Nm about the R point.
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A

165 mm dia.
sphere

a

A

Section A-A

Figure 3-1 - Measurement of a vertical gap "a".

A

A
165 mm dia.
sphere
a
Section A-A

Figure 3-2 - Measurement of a horizontal gap "a".
3.

LINEAR MEASUREMENT OF GAP

3.1.

The seat is adjusted such that its H-point coincides with the R-point; if the seat back is
adjustable, it is set at the design seat back angle; both these adjustments are in
accordance with the requirements of paragraph 2.1. of Annex 1.
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3.2.

The head restraint is adjusted to its lowest height position and any backset position
intended for occupant use.

3.3.

The gap between the bottom of the head restraint and the top of the seat is measured as
the perpendicular distance between two parallel planes, described as follows (see
Figure 3-3).

3.3.1.

Each plane is perpendicular to the design torso line.

3.3.2.

One of the planes is tangent to the bottom of the head restraint.

3.3.3.

The other plane is tangent to the top of the seat back.

Figure 3-3
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Annex 4
This Annex has not been amended pending a decision on the general use of BioRID (possible deletion.
Revisit paragraphs 5.1.5.2. )

BACKSET MEASUREMENT TEST PROCEDURE USING THE HRMD METHOD
1.

PURPOSE
Demonstrate compliance with paragraph 5.1.5.2. by measuring the backset using the
H-point as the reference point.

2.

PROCEDURE FOR BACKSET MEASUREMENT USING H-POINT AS THE
REFERENCE POINT
Demonstrate compliance with paragraph 5.1.5.2. by measuring the backset of the head
restraint using the three-dimensional H-point machine, defined in Annex 13, and the
HRMD (Figure 4-1). This procedure uses the H-point as the reference point.

2.1.

The test vehicle is levelled using the door sill (front to rear level) and centre luggage
compartment (side to side level) as reference points.

2.2.

The test vehicle is preconditioned at a temperature of 20 °C ± 10 °C to ensure that the
seat material reaches room temperature.

2.3.

Remove the head room probe from the three-dimensional H-point machine and install
the two washers (supplied with the HRMD) in the spaces remaining on the H-point
pivot.

2.4.

Set up the seat as described in Annex 12, paragraph 3.3. If the seat back is adjustable, it
is set at an initial inclination position closest to design angle as measured by the threedimensional H-point machine. If there is more than one inclination position closest to
design angle, set the seat back inclination to the position closest to and rearward of the
design angle.

2.5.

Set up the H-point machine as described in Annex 12, paragraphs 3.4. through 3.10.

2.6.

Confirm the H-point assembly is level, facing directly forward and located in the
centreline of the vehicle seat. As necessary reposition the seat pan.

2.7.

Install the right and left buttock weights. Install four of the torso weights used in
Annex 12, paragraph 3.11., and the two larger HRMD chest weights; alternating left to
right. The HRMD torso weights are installed last and with the flat side down. Maintain
H-point machine level.

2.8.

Confirm the actual torso angle is ±1° of the design torso angle by placing an
inclinometer on the lower brace of the torso weight hangers. If the measured angle is
outside this range, if possible adjust the seat back angle to be ±1° of the design seat
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back angle. If an adjustment is made, remove the buttock and torso weights and repeat
the steps contained in paragraphs 3.9. through 3.10. of Annex 12, along with steps as
described in paragraphs 2.6. and 2.7. of this Annex until the actual torso angle is ±1° of
the design seat back angle.
2.9.

Perform the steps contained in paragraph 3.12. of Annex 12.

2.10.

Attach the HRMD to the three-dimensional H-point machine.

2.11.

Confirm the actual torso angle remained ± 1° of the design seat back angle by placing
an inclinometer on the lower brace of the torso weight hangers. If the actual torso angle
is outside this range, if possible carefully adjust the seat back angle to be ± 1° of the
design seat back angle. If the legs and seat pan of the three-dimensional H-point
machine move during this procedure, remove the HRMD, the buttock and torso weights,
and repeat the steps contained in paragraphs 3.9. through 3.11. of Annex 12, along with
steps as described in paragraphs 2.6. through 2.10. of this Annex until the actual torso
angle is ±1° of the design seat back angle.

2.12.

Level the HRMD and extend the sliding scale on the back of the head until it contacts
the head restraint. Confirm that the scale is positioned laterally within 15 mm of the
torso line and take the backset measurement.

Figure 4-1
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BACKSET MEASUREMENT TEST PROCEDURE USING THE R-POINT METHOD
1.

PURPOSE
Demonstrate compliance with paragraph 5.1.5.2. by measuring the backset using the Rpoint as the reference point.

2.

PROCEDURE FOR BACKSET MEASUREMENT USING R-POINT AS THE
REFERENCE POINT
Demonstrate compliance with paragraph 5.1.5.2. by measuring the R-point backset of
the head restraint based on the usage of apparatus that facilitate the measurement of
coordinates and for dimensions is based on Fig. 1.1 of Annex 1 using the backset
measurement apparatus defined in paragraph 2.1. of this Annex and the following
procedures:

2.1.

Backset measuring apparatus
The backset measurement apparatus consists of (see Figure 5-2):

2.1.1.

A straight edge (lower arm) AB. The lower point A is placed at the R point location.
Point B is located at a distance of 504.5 mm from the R point. The line AB
is 2.6 degrees forward of the design torso angle.

2.1.2.

A vertical straight edge (upper arm) BC. Point C is located at a distance of 203 mm
vertically up from point B.

2.2.

[Adjust the seat such that its H-point coincides with the R-point, in accordance with the
following requirements.]

2.2.1.

[Relationship between the H-point and the R-point
When the seat is positioned in accordance to the manufacturer's specifications, the Hpoint, as defined by its co-ordinates, shall lie within a square of 50 mm side length with
horizontal and vertical sides whose diagonals intersect at the R-point, and the actual
torso angle is within 5 degree of the design torso angle.]

2.2.2.

If these conditions are met, the R-point and the design torso angle are used to
demonstrate compliance with the provisions of paragraph 5.1.5.2. of this regulation.

2.2.3.

If the H-point or the actual torso angle does not satisfy the requirements of
paragraph 2.2.1., the H-point and the actual torso angle are determined twice more
(three times in all). If the results of two of these three operations satisfy the
requirements, the conditions of paragraph 2.2.2. shall apply.
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2.2.4. [If the results of at least two of the three operations described in paragraph 2.2.3. do not
satisfy the requirements of paragraph 2.2.1. the centroid of the three measured points or
the average of the three measured angles is used and shall be regarded as applicable in
all cases where the R-point or the design torso angle is referred to in this Annex.]
2.3.

[Adjust the seat back to its design angle].

2.4.

Adjust the front head restraint so that its top point IP is at any height between and
inclusive of [750] [720]mm and 800 mm, measured as described in Annex 1. If the
lowest position of adjustment is above 800mm, adjust the head restraint to that lowest
position of adjustment.

2.5.

In the case of head restraint with adjustable backset, adjust the head restraint at the most
rearward position, such that the backset is in the maximum position.

2.6.

Establish point D on the head restraint, point D being the intersection of a line drawn
from point C horizontally in the x-direction, with the front surface of the head restraint,
see Figure 1-1 of Annex 1.

2.7.

Measure the distance CD. The backset is the measured distance CD minus 71 mm
difference between the X-coordinate of point D and the X-coordinate of the back-ofhead of the mid-size male as given in Table 1 of Annex 1.

Figure 5-2 DELETED
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Annex 6
DISPLACEMENT, BACKSET RETENTION, AND STRENGTH TEST PROCEDURE
1.

PURPOSE
Demonstrate compliance with the displacement requirements of paragraph 5.1.3. of
this regulation with paragraph 2. of this Annex.
Demonstrate compliance with the displacement requirements of paragraph 5.2.3.3. of
this regulation with paragraph 2. of this Annex.
Demonstrate compliance with the displacement and backset retention requirements of
paragraph 5.2.3.2. of this regulation with paragraph 3. of this Annex.
Demonstrate compliance with the strength requirements of paragraph 5.2.4. of this
regulation with paragraph 4. of this Annex.

2.

PROCEDURE FOR DISPLACEMENT
The load vectors that generate moment on the head restraint are initially contained in a
vertical plane parallel to the vertical longitudinal zero plane.

2.1.

Seat set-up
If the seat back is adjustable, it is adjusted to a position specified by the vehicle
manufacturer. If there is more than one inclination position closest to the position
specified by the manufacturer, set the seat back inclination to the position closest to
and rearward of the manufacturer specified position. If the head restraint position is
independent of the seat back inclination position, compliance is determined at a seat
back inclination position specified by the manufacturer. Adjust the head restraint to
the highest position of vertical adjustment intended for occupant use. Adjust the head
restraint to the rearmost (relative to the seat) position of horizontal adjustment backset
position.

2.2.

In the seat, place a test device having, when viewed laterally, the back pan dimensions
and torso line (vertical centre line) of the three dimensional H-point machine, as
specified in Annex 13, with the head room probe in the full back position.

2.3.

Establish the displaced torso line by creating a rearward moment of 373  7.5 Nm
about the R-point by applying a force to the seat back through the back pan at the rate
of 2.5 Nm/second to 37.3 Nm/second. The initial location on the back pan of the
moment generating force vector has a height of 290 mm  13 mm. Apply the force
vector normal to the torso line and maintain it within 2 degrees of a vertical plane
parallel to the vehicle vertical longitudinal zero plane. Constrain the back pan to rotate
about the R-point. Rotate the force vector direction with the back pan.
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2.4.

Maintain the position of the back pan as established in paragraph 2.3. of this Annex.
Using a 165  2 mm diameter spherical head form, establish the head form initial
reference position by applying, perpendicular to the displaced torso line, a rearward
initial load at the seat centreline at a height 65  3 mm below the effective top of the
head restraint that will produce a 373 Nm moment about the R-point. After
maintaining this moment for 5 seconds, measure the rearward displacement of the head
form during the application of the load.

2.5.

When determining the rearward displacement for head restraints at a gap greater
than 60 mm in accordance with paragraph 5.1.3. of this regulation, the load of
paragraph 2.4. of this Annex is applied through the centre of gravity of the smallest of
the sections of the gap, along transversal planes parallel to the torso line.

2.6.

If the presence of gaps prevents the application of the force, as described in
paragraph 2.4. of this Annex at 65 ± 3 mm from the effective top of the head restraint,
the distance may be reduced so that the axis of the force passes through the centre line
of the frame element nearest to the gap.

3.

PROCEDURES FOR BACKSET RETENTION AND DISPLACEMENT

3.1

If the seat back is adjustable, it is adjusted to a position specified by the vehicle
manufacturer. If there is more than one inclination position closest to the position
specified by the manufacturer, set the seat back inclination to the position closest to
and rearward of the manufacturer specified position. If the head restraint position is
independent of the seat back inclination position, compliance is determined at a seat
back inclination position specified by the manufacturer. Adjust the head restraint to
the highest position of vertical adjustment intended for occupant use.

3.2

Adjust the head restraint to [any] backset position.

3.3

In the seat, place a test device having the back pan dimensions and torso line (vertical
centre line), when viewed laterally, with the head room probe in the full back position,
of the three-dimensional H-point machine.

3.4

Establish the displaced torso line by creating a rearward moment of 373  7.5 Nm
about the R-point by applying a force to the seat back through the back pan at the rate
between 2.5 Nm/second and 37.3 Nm/second. The initial location on the back pan of
the moment generating force vector has a height of 290 mm  13 mm. Apply the force
vector normal to the torso line and maintain it within 2 degrees of a vertical plane
parallel to the vehicle vertical longitudinal zero plane. Constrain the back pan to rotate
about the R-point. Rotate the force vector direction with the back pan.

3.5

Maintain the position of the back pan as established in paragraph 3.4. of this Annex.
Using a 165  2 mm diameter spherical head form, establish the head form initial
reference position by applying, perpendicular to the displaced torso line, a rearward
initial load at the seat centreline at a height 65  3 mm below the effective top of the
head restraint that will produce a 37 Nm moment about the R-point. Measure the
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rearward displacement of the head form during the application of the load.
3.6.

If the presence of gaps prevents the application of the forces, as described in
paragraph 3.5. of this Annex at 65 ± 3 mm from the effective top of the head restraint,
the distance may be reduced so that the axis of the force passes through the centre line
of the frame element nearest to the gap.

3.7.

Increase the initial load at the rate of 2.5 Nm/second to 37.3 Nm/second until
a 373 Nm moment about the R-point is produced. Maintain the load level producing
that moment for not less than 5 seconds and then measure the rearward displacement
of the head form relative to the displaced torso line.

3.8.

Reduce the load at the rate of 2.5 Nm/second to 37.3 Nm/second until 0 Nm.
Wait 10 minutes. Re-load to 37 Nm about the R-point. While maintaining the load
level producing that moment, measure the rearward displacement of the head form
position with respect to its initial reference position.

4.

STRENGTH
Increase the load specified in paragraph 2.6. or paragraph 3.8. of this Annex at the rate
between 5 N/second and 200 N/second to at least 890 N and maintain the applied load
for not less than 5 seconds.
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Annex 7
ENERGY ABSORPTION TEST PROCEDURE
1.

PURPOSE
Evaluate the energy absorption ability of the head restraint by demonstrating
compliance with paragraph 5.2.1. of this regulation in accordance with this Annex.

2.

SEAT SET-UP
The seat is either mounted in the vehicle or firmly secured to the test bench, as
mounted in the vehicle with the attachment parts provided by the manufacturer, so as
to remain stationary when the impact is applied. The seat-back, if adjustable, is locked
in the design position specified by the vehicle manufacturer. If the seat is fitted with a
head restraint, the head restraint is mounted on the seat-back as in the vehicle. Where
the head restraint is separate, it is secured to the part of the vehicle structure to which it
is normally attached.

3.

PROCEDURES FOR ENERGY ABSORPTION
The adjustable head restraints are measured in any height and backset position of
adjustment.

3.1.

Test equipment

3.1.1.

Use an impactor with a semispherical head form of a 165  2 mm diameter. The head
form and associated base have a combined mass such that at a speed of not more than
24.1 km/h at the time of impact an energy of 152 Joule will be reached.

3.1.2.

Instrument the impactor with an acceleration sensing device whose output is recorded
in a data channel that conforms to the requirements for a 600 Hz channel class filter as
specified in ISO Standard 6487 (2002). The axis of the acceleration-sensing device
coincides with the geometric center of the head form and the direction of impact. As an
alternative the impactor can be equipped with 2 accelerometers sensing in the direction
of impact and placed symmetrically in comparison to the geometric centre of the
spherical head form. In this case the deceleration rate is taken as the simultaneous
average of the readings on the two accelerometers.

3.2.

Accuracy of the test equipment
The recording instrument used is such that measurements can be made with the
following degrees of accuracy:
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3.2.1.

Acceleration:
Accuracy = + ±5 per cent of the actual value;
Cross-axis sensitivity = < 5 per cent of the lowest point on the scale.

3.2.2.

Speed:
Accuracy: + ±2.5 per cent of the actual value;
Sensitivity: 0.5 km/h.

3.2.3.

Time recording:
The instrumentation shall enable the action to be recorded throughout its duration and
readings to be made to within one one-thousandth of a second; the beginning of the
impact at the moment of first contact between the head form and the item being tested
is detected on the recordings used for analyzing the test.

3.3.

Test procedure

3.3.1.

Propel the impactor toward the head restraint. At the time of impact, the longitudinal
axis of the impactor is within ± 2 degrees of being horizontal and parallel to the
vehicle longitudinal axis and the impactor speed is not more than 24.1 km/h.

3.3.2.

Impact the front surface of the head restraint at any point with a height greater
than 635 mm from the R-point and within a distance of the head restraint vertical
centre line of 70 mm and measure the acceleration.
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Annex 8
HEIGHT RETENTION TEST PROCEDURE
1.

PURPOSE
Demonstrate compliance with the height retention requirements of paragraph 5.2.2. of
this regulation in accordance with this Annex.

2.

PROCEDURES FOR HEIGHT RETENTION

2.1.

Seat set-up
Adjust the adjustable head restraint so that its effective top is at any of the following
height positions at any backset position:

2.1.1.

For front outboard designated seating positions:

2.1.1.1.

The highest position; and

2.1.1.2.

Not less than, but closest to 800 mm

2.1.2.

For rear outboard and front centre designated seating positions

2.1.2.1.

The highest position; and

2.1.2.2.

Not less than, but closest to [750] [720] mm.

2.1.3.

For rear centre designated seating position

2.1.3.1.

The highest position; and

2.1.3.2.

Not less than, but closest to 700 mm.

2.2.

Orient a cylindrical test device having a 165  2 mm diameter in plane view
(perpendicular to the axis of revolution), and a 152 mm length in profile (through the
axis of revolution), such that the axis of the revolution is horizontal and in the
longitudinal vertical plane through the vertical longitudinal zero plane of the head
restraint. Position the midpoint of the bottom surface of the cylinder in contact with
the head restraint.

2.3.

Establish initial reference position by applying a vertical downward load of 50 ± 1 N at
a rate of 250 ± 50 N/minute. Determine the reference position after 5 seconds at this
load. Mark an initial reference position for the head restraint.

2.4.

Measure the vertical distance between the lowest point on the underside of the head
restraint and the top of the seat back. (see paragraph 2.9. of this Annex)
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2.5.

Increase the load at the rate of 250  50 N/minute to at least 500 N and maintain this
load for not less than 5 seconds.

2.6.

Reduce the load at a rate of 250 ± 50 N/m until the load is completely removed.
Maintain this condition for no more than two minutes. Increase the load at a rate
of 250 ± 50 N/minute to 50 ± 1 N and, after 5 seconds at this load, determine the
position of the cylindrical device with respect to its initial reference position.

2.7.

Repeat the measurement of the vertical distance measured between the lowest point on
the underside of the head restraint and the top of the seat back. (see paragraph 2.9. of
this Annex)

2.8.

Compare the measurements from paragraphs 2.4. and 2.7. of this Annex. The
difference is the measurement required to comply with paragraph 5.2.2. of this
regulation.

2.9.

If the design of the head restraint is such that it is not possible to measure to the top of
the seat then the vertical measurement is taken by marking a horizontal line across the
front of the seat back at least 25 mm below the lowest point of the head restraint and
the measurement is taken from this line to the underside of the head restraint.
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Annex 9
DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE TEST PROCEDURE
1.

PURPOSE

Demonstrate compliance with paragraph 5.3. in accordance with this Annex, using a 50th
percentile male Hybrid III test dummy:
a) Hybrid III, or
b) BioRID II UN, test dummy.
2.

TEST EQUIPMENT

2.1.

An acceleration or deceleration test sled

2.2.

50th percentile male test dummy

2.2.1.

Hybrid III

2.2.1.1.

Three accelerometers are in the head cavity to measure orthogonal accelerations at
the centre of gravity of the head assembly. The three accelerometers are mounted in
an orthogonal array, and the intersection of the planes containing the sensitivity axis
of the three sensors will be the origin of the array.

2.2.1.2.

Equipment for measuring the head to torso angle.

2.2.2.

BioRID II UN

2.2.2.1.

Conforming to Addendum 1
ECE/TRANS/WP.29/1101/Add.1)

2.2.3.

Equipment for measuring the head to torso angle.

2.2.3.

Equipment for measuring and recording sled accelerations.

3.

PROCEDURES FOR TEST SET-UP

to

the

Mutual

Resolution

M.R.1

–

3.1. Full Vehicle or Body in White (Hybrid III)
3.1.1.

Mount the vehicle on a dynamic test platform so that the vertical longitudinal zero
plane of the vehicle is parallel to the direction of the test platform travel and so that
movement between the base of the vehicle and the test platform is prevented.
Instrument the platform with an accelerometer and data processing system. Position
the accelerometer sensitive axis parallel to the direction of test platform travel.

3.1.2.

Remove the tyres, wheels, fluids, and all unsecured components. Rigidly secure the
engine, transmission, axles, exhaust system, vehicle frame and any other vehicle
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component necessary to assure that all points on the acceleration vs. time plot
measured by an accelerometer on the dynamic test platform fall within the corridor
described in Figure 9-1 and Table 9-1.
3.1.3.

Place any moveable windows in the fully open position.

3.1.4.

Seat Adjustment

3.1.4.1.

At each designated seating position, if the seat back is adjustable, it is set at an initial
inclination position closest to 25 degrees from the vertical, as measured by the threedimensional H-point machine, as specified in Annex 13. If there is more than one
inclination position closest to 25 degrees from the vertical, set the seat back
inclination to the position closest to and rearward of 25 degrees.

3.1.4.2.

Using any control that primarily moves the entire seat vertically, place the seat in the
lowest position. Using any control that primarily moves the entire seat in the fore and
aft directions, place the seat midway between the forwardmost and rearmost position.
If an adjustment position does not exist midway between the forwardmost and
rearmost positions, the closest adjustment position to the rear of the midpoint is used.

3.1.4.3.

If the seat cushion adjusts independently of the seat back, position the seat cushion
such that the highest H-point position is achieved with respect to the seat back, as
measured by three-dimensional H-point machine as specified in Annex 13. If the
specified position of the H-point can be achieved with a range of seat cushion
inclination angles, adjust the seat inclination such that the most forward part of the
seat cushion is at its lowest position with respect to the most rearward part.

3.1.4.4.

If the head restraint is adjustable, adjust the top of the head restraint to a position
midway between the lowest position of adjustment and the highest position of
adjustment. If an adjustment position midway between the lowest and the highest
position does not exist, adjust the head restraint to a position below and nearest to
midway between the lowest position of adjustment and the highest position of
adjustment.

3.1.4.5.

Adjustable lumbar supports are positioned so that the lumbar support is in its lowest
retracted or deflated position.

3.1.5.

Seat Belt Adjustment
Prior to placing the seat belt around the test dummy, fully extend the webbing from
the seat belt retractor(s) and release it three times to remove slack. If an upper
adjustable seat belt turning loop (adjustable seat belt D-ring anchorage) exists, place
it in the adjustment position closest to the mid-position. If an adjustment position
does not exist midway between the highest and lowest position, the closest
adjustment position above the midpoint is used.

3.1.6.

Dress and adjust each test dummy as follows:
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Each test dummy is clothed in a form fitting cotton stretch short sleeve shirt with
above-the-elbow sleeves and above-the-knee length shorts. The mass of the shirt or
shorts shall not exceed 0.06 kg each. Each foot of the test dummy is equipped with a
size 11XW shoe whose mass is 0.51 ± 0.09 kg. Limb joints are set at 1g, barely
restraining the weight of the limb when extended horizontally. Leg joints are adjusted
with the torso in the supine position.
3.1.7.

Hybrid III Test dummy positioning procedure
Place a test dummy at each designated seating position equipped with a head restraint.

3.1.7.1.

Head
The transverse instrumentation platform of the head is level within 1/2 degree. To
level the head of the test dummy, the following sequence is followed. First, adjust
the position of the H-point 1/ to level the transverse instrumentation platform of the
head of the test dummy. If the transverse instrumentation platform of the head is still
not level, then adjust the pelvic angle of the test dummy. If the transverse
instrumentation platform of the head is still not level, then adjust the neck bracket of
the dummy the minimum amount necessary from the non-adjusted "0" setting to
ensure that the transverse instrumentation platform of the head is horizontal within
1/2 degree. The test dummy remains within the limits specified in 1/ after any
adjustment of the neck bracket.

3.1.7.2.

Upper arms and hands
Position each test dummy as specified below:

3.1.7.2.1. The driver's upper arms shall be adjacent to the torso with the centre lines as close to
a vertical plane as possible.
3.1.7.2.2. The passenger's upper arms are in contact with the seat back and the sides of the
torso.
3.1.7.2.3. The palms of the drivers test dummy are in contact with the outer part of the steering
wheel rim at the rim's horizontal centre line. The thumbs are over the steering wheel
rim and are lightly taped to the steering wheel rim so that if the hand of the test
dummy is pushed upward by a force of not less than 0.91 kg and not more
than 2.27 kg, the tape shall release the hand from the steering wheel rim.

1/ The H-points of the driver and passenger test dummies shall coincide within 12.5 mm in the
vertical dimension and 12.5 mm in the horizontal dimension of a point 6.25 mm below the
position of the H-point determined by using the equipment and procedures specified in except
that the length of the lower leg and thigh segments of the H-point machine shall be adjusted to
414 mm and 401 mm, respectively.
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3.1.7.2.4. The palms of the passenger test dummy are in contact with the outside of the thigh.
The little finger is in contact with the seat cushion.
3.1.7.3.

Upper Torso
Position each test dummy such that the upper torso rests against the seat back. The
midsagittal plane of the dummy is aligned within 15 mm of the head restraint
centreline. If the midsagittal plane of the dummy cannot be aligned within 15 mm of
the head restraint centreline then align the midsagittal plane of the dummy as close as
possible to the head restraint centreline.

3.1.7.4.

Lower Torso
The H-points of the driver and passenger test dummies shall coincide within 12.5 mm
in the vertical dimension and 12.5 mm in the horizontal dimension of a point
6.25 mm below the position of the H-point determined by the manikin defined in
Annexes 12 and 13.

3.1.7.5.

Pelvic Angle
As determined using the pelvic angle gage which is inserted into the H-point gauging
hole of the dummy, the angle measured from the horizontal on the 76 mm flat surface
of the gage is 22.5 ± 2.5 degrees.

3.1.7.6.

Legs
Position each test dummy as follows:
The upper legs of the driver and passenger test dummies shall rest against the seat
cushion to the extent permitted by placement of the feet. The initial distance between
the outboard knee clevis flange surfaces is 269 mm. To the extent practicable, the left
leg of the driver dummy and both legs of the passenger dummy are in vertical
longitudinal planes. To the extent practicable, the right leg of the driver dummy is in
a vertical plane. Final adjustment to accommodate the placement of feet in various
passenger compartment configurations is permitted.

3.1.7.7.

Feet

3.1.7.7.1. Driver's position
3.1.7.7.1.1. If the vehicle has an adjustable acceleration pedal, adjust it to the full forward
position. Rest the right foot of the test dummy on the undepressed accelerator pedal
with the rearmost point of the heel on the floor pan in the plane of the pedal. If the
foot cannot be placed on the accelerator pedal, set it initially perpendicular to the
lowest leg and then place it as far forward as possible in the direction of the pedal
centreline with the rearmost point of the heel resting on the floor pan. If the vehicle
has an adjustable accelerator pedal and the right foot is not touching the accelerator
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pedal when positioned as above, move the pedal rearward until it touches the right
foot. If the accelerator pedal still does not touch the foot in the full rearward position,
leave the pedal in that position.
3.1.7.7.1.2. Place the left foot on the toeboard with the rearmost point of the heel resting on the
floor pan as close as possible to the point of intersection of the planes described by
the toeboard and the floor pan and not on the wheel well projection. If the foot
cannot be positioned on the toeboard, set it initially perpendicular to the lower leg and
place it as far forward as possible with the heel resting on the floor pan. If necessary
to avoid contact with the vehicle's brake or clutch pedal, rotate the test dummy's left
foot about the lower leg. If there is still pedal interference, rotate the left leg outboard
about the hip the minimum distance necessary to avoid the pedal interference. For
vehicles with a foot rest that does not elevate the left foot above the level of the right
foot, place the left foot on the foot rest so that the upper and lower leg centrelines fall
in a vertical plane.
3.1.7.7.2. Front Passenger's position
3.1.7.7.2.1.

Vehicles with a flat floor pan/toeboard
Place the right and left feet on the vehicle's toeboard with the heels resting on the
floor pan as close as possible to the intersection point with the toeboard. If the feet
cannot be placed flat on the toeboard, set them perpendicular to the lower leg
centrelines and place them as far forward as possible with the heels resting on the
floor pan.

3.1.7.7.2.2.

Vehicles with wheelhouse projections in passenger compartment

Place the right and left feet in the well of the floor pan/toeboard and not on the
wheelhouse projection. If the feet cannot be placed flat on the toeboard, initially set
them perpendicular to the lower leg centrelines and then place them as far forward as
possible with the heels resting on the floor pan.
3.1.7.7.3. Rear Passenger's position
Position each test dummy as specified in paragraph 2.7.7.2. of this Annex, except that
feet of the test dummy are placed flat on the floorpan and beneath the front seat as far
forward as possible without front seat interference. If necessary, the distance
between the knees can be changed in order to place the feet beneath the seat.
3.1.8.

All tests specified by this standard are conducted at an ambient temperature of 18 to
28 C.

3.1.9

All tests are performed with the ignition "on."
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[[New element 32.2 to 3.2.8.2. initial review only
3.2.

Seat Assembly Independent of the Vehicle (BioRID II UN)

3.2.1.

An acceleration sled with the dummy seated facing the direction of motion shall be
used. Sled accelerations shall be measured by an appropriate accelerometer attached
to the sled platform
The temperature in the test laboratory shall be 22.5º ±3ºC with a relative humidity of
between 10% and 70%. The test dummy and seat being tested shall be soaked at this
temperature for at least 3 hours prior to the test.
All tests are performed with any active elements (e.g. Active head restraint, Seat belt
pre-tensioner) which operate in a rear impact situation in an armed condition. For
each element that requires a trigger, time to fire (TTF) should be specified by the
vehicle manufacturer.

3.2.2.

Acceleration Sled

3.2.2.1.

The sled shall be equipped in such a way as to provide seat belt anchorage positions
that replicate those specified by the manufacturer. Where an adjustable upper
anchorage is specified by the manufacturer the positioning of the upper anchorage for
the purposes of this assessment shall be at the mid range position permitted by the
design.

3.2.2.2.

The sled shall be capable of accommodating, in an appropriate manner, such
equipment as may be specified by the manufacturer as necessary for the correct
functioning of advanced head restraint systems (active head restraints).

3.2.2.2.

A toe board comprising a horizontal section and a forward facing section oriented at
45 º from the horizontal shall be provided.

3.2.2.4.

Some sled motion is allowed at the initiation of the test (T=0) however, the dummy’s
head, T1 vertebra, and the sled should have the same velocity ± 0.1m/s at T=0. The
back of the dummy’s head and T1 vertebra should be in the same position (± 5mm)
relative to the head restraint at T=0 as the initial test set-up.

3.2.3.

Mounting the seat on the sled.

3.2.3.1.

Mount the seat, including all of its adjustment mechanisms and hardware that
normally connects it to the vehicle floor on the sled platform so that the seat’s
orientation relative to the horizontal is the same as it would be in its vehicle and so
that movement between the attachment hardware and the test platform is prevented.
The gap between the front of the seat and rear of the toe board shall be no more than
100 mm. Instrument the platform with an accelerometer and data processing system.
Position the accelerometer sensitive axis parallel to the direction of test platform
travel.
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3.2.4.

Seat Adjustment.

3.2.4.1.

For each seat to be tested, if the seat back is adjustable, it shall be set to its design
angle by specified manufacturer.

3.2.4.2.

If no design angle specified [At each designated seating position, if the seat back is
adjustable, it is set at an initial inclination position closest to 25º ±1º from the
vertical, as measured by the three-dimensional H-point machine, as specified in
Annex 13. If there is more than one inclination position closest to 25 º from the
vertical, set the seat back inclination to the position closest to and rearward of 25 º.

3.2.4.3.

Using any control that primarily moves the entire seat vertically, place the seat in the
mid height position. If the specified position of the H-point can be achieved with a
range of seat cushion inclination angles, adjust the seat inclination such that the most
forward part of the seat cushion is at its lowest position with respect to the most
rearward part. Using any control that primarily moves the entire seat in the fore and
aft directions, place the seat midway between the most forward and most rearward
position. If an adjustment position does not exist midway between those positions,
the closest adjustment position to the rear of the midpoint shall be used.

3.2.4.4.

If the seat cushion adjusts independently of the seat back, position the seat cushion
such that the highest H-point position is achieved with respect to the seat back,
measured by three-dimensional H-point machine as specified in Annex 13. If the
specified position of the H-point can be achieved with a range of seat cushion
inclination angles, adjust the seat inclination such that the most forward part of the
seat cushion is at its lowest position with respect to the most rearward part. Side
bolsters shall be set to the widest position. Arm rests shall be set in the stowed
position.

3.2.4.5.

If the head restraint is adjustable, the head restraint is adjusted to mid range of it
vertical and /or horizontal adjustment positions. If an adjustment position midway
between the lowest and the highest position does not exist, adjust the head restraint to
the position determined by the next process. If a hard locking position exists within
10 mm vertically upwards from the geometric mid-position, this shall be the test
position. If no hard locking position exists within 10 mm vertically upwards from the
geometric mid-position then the next hard locking position down shall be the test
position. When the head restraint has a locking fore-aft adjustment, it shall be in the
midpoint. If a hard locking position exists within 10 mm horizontally forward from
the geometric mid-position, this shall be the test position. If no hard locking position
exists within 10 mm horizontally forwards from the geometric mid-position then the
next hard locking position rearwards shall be the test position. If non-locking, the
head restraint shall be tilted fully rearward.

3.2.4.6.

Adjustable lumbar supports shall be positioned so that the lumbar support is in its
lowest retracted or deflated position.
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3.2.5.

BioRID Reference Backset measurement.

3.2.5.1.

Backset measurement test procedure using the HRMD method is used in accordance
with paragraph 3. of Annex 12 excluding paragraph 3.3 seat set up. The seat back
angle shall be within±1degree specified paragraph 3.2.4.1. or 3.2.4.2 and set seat
adjustment in this Annex.

3.2.5.2.

The BioRID reference Backset shall be is measured at the seat adjustment specified in
this Annex.

3.2.6.

Install the dummy.

3.2.6.1.

The dummy’s clothing shall comprise of two pairs of shorts and two shirts made of a
nylon fabric. The fabric has a different texture on the outside as it does on the inside –
shiny and matt. The dummy shall be dressed with both sets of clothing such that the
shiny sides of the materials come face to face with each other. Shoes are men’s dress
oxford type, US size 11 (European size 45) extra wide that meet military
specifications MIL-S-13192P. Each shoe weighs [0.613 +/- 0.2 kg] and has an
overall length of 320-325mm.

3.2.6.2.

Allow the seat to recover for 15 minutes with nothing in it before installing the
dummy.

3.2.6.3.

Using appropriate lifting tools and the attachment points recommended by the
dummy manufacturer, position the dummy in the seat. Initially position the dummy
rearward of the H-point target location and move the pelvis forward to achieve the
position indicated in paragraph 3.2.6.3 below. In the event that the dummy is moved
too far forward it shall be removed from the seat and the installation procedure
repeated; the pelvis shall not be pushed back.

3.2.6.4.

Adjust the test dummy’s midsagittal plane to be vertical and aligned with the
centerline of the seat. The instrumentation platform in the head shall be laterally
level.

3.2.6.5.

Adjust the pelvis angle to the actual torso angle recorded by the procedure specified
in paragraph 3.3.1 plus 1.5 ± 2.5 degrees.

3.2.6.6.

Position the dummy’s H-point 20 ± 10 mm forward and 0 ± 10 mm vertically of the
H-point location measured under the condition specified in paragraph 3.2.5.1 of this
Annex, while keeping the pelvis angle within the range specified in paragraph 3.2.6.5.

3.2.6.7.

Backset Adjustment.

3.2.6.7.1. Measure the test dummy reference backset, which is the horizontal distance between
the rearmost point on the head and the same identifiable location on the head
restraint. Compare the test dummy reference backset with the BioRID Reference
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Backset obtained by the procedure specified in paragraph 3.2.5.2. of this annex.
3.2.6.7.2. If the test dummy reference backset is different by more than ± 2 mm from the
BioRID Reference Backset, obtained by the procedure specified in paragraph 3.2.5.2.
of this annex, plus 15 mm, then do the following:
3.2.6.7.2.1.Tip the head fore/aft no more than ± 1.0 º from level in order to meet the backset
requirement.
3.2.6.7.2.2.If the test dummy backset cannot be brought closer to the BioRID Reference Backset
plus 15 ±2mm by paragraph 3.2.6.7.2. of this Annex, adjust the pelvis angle and Hpoint position within their respective tolerance bands giving priority to use the pelvis
angle tolerance without test dummy push rearwards adjustment. In this case begin at
paragraph 3.2.6.5 of this Annex and adjust the test dummy position accordingly.
3.2.7.

Seat belt adjustment.

3.2.7.1.

When using the seat belt, prior to placing the seat belt around the test dummy, fully
extend the webbing from the seat belt retractor(s) and release it three times to remove
slack. If an upper adjustable seat belt turning loop (adjustable seat belt D-ring
anchorage) exists, place it in the adjustment position closest to the mid-position. If an
adjustment position does not exist midway between the highest and lowest position,
the closest adjustment position above the midpoint shall be used.

3.2.7.2.

Place the seat belt across the dummy and lock as normal.

3.2.7.3.

Remove the slack from the lap section of the webbing until it is resting gently around
the pelvis of the dummy. Only minimal force shall be applied to the webbing when
removing the slack. The route of the lap belt shall be as natural as possible and shall
be above the pelvic angle gauge.

3.2.8.

BioRID II UN Test Dummy positioning procedure.

3.2.8.1.

Position the test dummy’s arms so that the upper arms are as close to the torso sides
as possible. The rear of the upper arms shall contact the seatback, and the elbows
shall be bent so that the small fingers of both hands are in contact with the top of the
vehicle seat cushion with the palms facing the dummy’s thighs.

3.2.8.2.

The upper legs of the driver dummy shall rest against the seat cushion to the extent
permitted by placement of the feet. Adjust the spacing of the legs so that the
centreline of the knees and ankles is 200mm (±10mm) apart and ensure that the knees
are level.
Adjust the dummy’s feet and/or the horizontal position of the adjustable toe board so
that the heel of its shoe is resting on the heel surface. The tip of the shoe shall rest on
the toe pan between 230mm and 270mm from the intersection of the heel surface and
toe board, as measured along the surface of the toe board. The heel rest position is
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determined using the heel rest location defined from the vehicle measurements, or
from specified point from the vehicle manufacturer.

]]

4.

TEST PROCEDURE.

4.1.

Full Vehicle or Body in White (Hybrid III).

4.1.1.

Accelerate or decelerate the dynamic test platform to reach a delta V of 17.3 
0.6 km/h. All of the points on the acceleration vs. time curve fall within the corridor
described in Figure 9-1 and Table 9-1 when filtered to channel class 60, as specified
in the SAE Recommended Practice J211/1 (revision March 1995). Measure the
maximum rearward angular displacement.

4.1.2.

Calculate the angular displacement from the output of instrumentation placed in the
torso and head of the test dummy and an algorithm capable of determining the
relative angular displacement to within one degree and conforming to the
requirements of a 600 Hz channel class, as specified in SAE Recommended Practice
J211/1, (revision March 1995). No data generated after 200 ms from the beginning of
the forward acceleration are used in determining angular displacement of the head
with respect to the torso.

4.1.3.

Calculate the HIC15 from the output of instrumentation placed in the head of the test
dummy, using the equation in paragraph 5.3.2.3. of this regulation and conforming to
the requirements for a 1,000 Hz channel class as specified in SAE Recommended
Practice J211/1 (revision March 1995). No data generated after 200 ms from the
beginning of the forward acceleration are used in determining HIC.
Reference Point
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Time (ms)
0
28
60
92
4
38.5
49.5
84

Acceleration (m/s2)
10
94
94
0
0
80
80
0

Table 9-1 – Sled pulse corridor reference point locations.
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100

B

C

F

2

ACCELERATION (m/s )

80

G

60
Target
Sled Pulse
Minimum
Corridor
Maximum
Corridor

40

20

A
E

H

D

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

TIME (MILLISECONDS)

Figure 9-1 – Sled pulse acceleration corridor.
The target acceleration with time expressed in milliseconds is a = 86 sin(πt/88) m/s2,
for V = 17.3 ± 0.6 km/h. The time zero for the test is defined by the point when the
sled acceleration achieves 2.5 m/s2 (0.25g's).

[[New element 4.2. to 4.4. – initial review only
4.2.

Seat on Acceleration Sled (BioRID II UN).
The corridors for the pulse are illustrated in Figure 9-3. The sled acceleration shall
be adjusted within the corridors described in Figure 9-2 and Table 9-2 for the
complete time interval from 0 to 0.15s. The sled pulse shall fulfill the requirements
as specified in Table 9-3.
Velocity
change
Duration
Mean
acceleration
T=0
acceleration

ΔV

Definition
17.6

Tolerance
±0.9

Unit
km/h

ΔT
Mean Acceleration

90.0
54.3

±5.0
±5.0

ms
m/s2

AT0

0.0

±3.0

m/s2

Table 9-2 Acceleration vs. time curve tolerances
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Time (ms)
4.2
5.3
6.3
7.4
8.4
9.5
10.5
11.6
12.6
13.7
14.7
15.8
16.8
17.9
18.9

Slope-Upper (m/s2)
10.8
14.2
18.0
22.3
27.0
32.2
37.8
43.7
49.8
56.0
62.2
68.4
74.3
80.0
85.2

Time (ms)
8.4
9.5
10.5
11.6
12.6
13.7
14.7
15.8
16.8
17.9
18.9
20.0
21.0
22.1
23.1

Slope-Lower (m/s2)
10.8
14.2
18.0
22.3
27.0
32.2
37.8
43.7
49.8
56.0
62.2
68.4
74.3
80.0
85.2

Max-Horizontal (m/s2)
113.3
113.3

Time (ms)
28.4
28.4

Max-Vertical (m/s2)
82.4
92.7

1g Level-Upper (m/s2)
10.3
10.3

Time
105.0
147.0

1g Level-Lower(m/s2)
-10.3
-10.3

Entry Gate
Time (ms)
17.9
38.9
Peak Gate
Time
105.0
147.0
Exit Gate
Table 9-2 – Sled pulse corridor reference point locations regarding Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9-2 – Acceleration vs. time curve and Permissible Range of curve for the test set-up
according to section 3.2. (The target acceleration with time expressed in milliseconds shall meet
the value in the table 9-3.)
4.2.1. Data processing and definitions.
4.2.1.1.Filter with CFC 60.4.1.1.
To ensure that low level noise does not influence the results, the acceleration signal shall be
filtered with a CFC60 filter. The CFC60 filter shall be used according to SAE J211, for sled
acceleration signals.
4.2.1.2.T0 definition.
The T0(Tzero) shall be defined as the time 5.8 ms before the CFC60 filtered sled acceleration
reaches a 1.0g level.
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4.2.1.3.T-HRC(end) definition.
The time when the CFC60 filtered sled acceleration for the first time is < 0g shall be called THRC(end) .
4.2.1.4.Time span definition
The time span for sled pulse corridor shall be defined as dT = T-HRC(end) - T0.
4.2.1.5.Head and head restraint contact time (T-HRCstart, T-HRCend)
Head restraint contact time start, T-HRCstart, is defined as the time (calculated from T=0) of
first contact between the back of the dummy’s head and the head restraint, where the subsequent
continuous contact duration exceeds 40 ms. T-HRCstart shall be expressed in ms and rounded to
one decimal place. Two decimal places of contact time (up to 1 ms) are permissible if it can be
proven that these are due to poor electrical contacts; however, these must be investigated with
reference to the film to ascertain whether the breaks in contact are not due to biomechanical
phenomena such as dummy ramping, head restraint or seatback collapse, or ‘bounce’ of the head
during non-structural contact with the head restraint. For the subsequent criteria, the end of head
restraint contact, i.e., T-HRCend, must also be found. This is defined as the time at which the
head first loses contact with the head restraint, where the subsequent continuous loss of contact
duration exceeds 40 ms.]
4.3.

Measurements to be recorded.

The electrical measurement data for the following parameters from the accelerometers and load
cells mounted on the corresponding parts of the dummy and on the test sled shall be recorded
from 20 ms before impact to 300 ms after impact or longer.


Longitudinal acceleration at the dummy’s head



Longitudinal force at the dummy’s upper neck



Vertical force at the dummy’s upper neck



Lateral axial rotation moment at the dummy’s upper neck



Longitudinal force at the dummy’s lower neck



Vertical force at the dummy’s lower neck



Lateral axial rotation moment at the dummy’s lower neck




Longitudinal acceleration on the right side of the dummy’s T1 vertebra
Vertical acceleration on the right side of the dummy’s T1 vertebra



Longitudinal acceleration on the left side of the dummy’s T1 vertebra
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4.4.



Vertical acceleration on the left side of the dummy’s T1 vertebra



Signal of contact between the back of the dummy’s head and the head
restraint

Injury Criteria.

The injury criteria for the dummy shall be calculated, using the following method, from the
waveform determined in paragraph 5.2.
4.4.1. Neck Injury Criterion (NIC)
The NIC is determined based on the velocity of the head relative to the T1 vertebra and
horizontal acceleration. Each acceleration shall be calculated in meters per second squared
(m/s²), and the head’s longitudinal acceleration shall be filtered at CFC 60. The T1 vertebra
acceleration is measured on either side, but in the NIC calculation, the average of the left and
right accelerations, which have both been filtered at CFC 60, shall be used. This average
acceleration is determined as follows:
T 1(t ) 

T 1left (t )  T 1right (t )
2

T1left(t) = Acceleration measured by accelerometer on the left side of the T1 vertebra
T1right(t) = Acceleration measured by accelerometer on the right side of the T1 vertebra
The “relative longitudinal acceleration” between the head and T1 vertebra (  xrel ) shall be
generated by subtracting the head longitudinal acceleration (  xHead ) from the left-right average of
the T1 vertebra longitudinal acceleration (  xT 1 ).
This acceleration is calculated as follows:
 xrel   xT 1   xHead

The “relative longitudinal velocity” between the head and T1 vertebra ( V xrel ) shall be calculated,
by integrating the relative acceleration with respect to time, as follows:
t

V xrel (t )    xrel ( )d
0
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The NIC channel is then calculated as a combination of relative acceleration multiplied by 0.2,
and added to the square of the relative velocity. The calculation is performed using the following
equation:

NIC (t )  0.2 *  xrel (t )  [V xrel (t )]2
The maximum overall NIC value (NICmax) shall be determined, considering only the portion of
data from T=0 (start of test) until T-HRC(end) (end of contact between head and head restraint),
as follows:
NIC max  Max [ NIC (t )]
T  HRC( end )

4.4.2. Upper neck shear force (Upper Neck Fx) and lower neck shear force (Lower Neck Fx)
These are shear forces measured by the dummy’s upper neck and lower neck load cells. If the
instrumentation is configured in accordance with SAE J211, positive shear force shall indicate a
head-rearwards motion. Data shall be filtered at CFC 1000, and the maximum value of the force
shall be determined, considering the portion of data from T=0 until T-HRC(end) and only the
positive portion of data, as follows:
Fx max  Max [ Fx(t )]
T  HRC( end )

4.4.3. Upper neck axial force (Upper Neck Fz) and lower neck axial force (Lower Neck Fz)
These are axial forces (tensile and compressive loads) measured by the dummy’s upper neck and
lower neck load cells. If the instrumentation is configured in accordance with SAE J211, positive
axial force shall be associated with pulling the head upwards. Data shall be filtered at CFC 1000,
and the maximum value of the force shall be determined, considering the portion of data from
T=0 until T-HRC(end) and only the positive portion of data, as follows:
Fz max  Max [ Fz (t )] Upper neck lateral axial rotation moment (Upper Neck

4.4.4.

T  HRC( end )

My)
This is lateral axial rotation moment measured by the dummy’s upper neck load cell.
If the instrumentation is configured in accordance with SAE J211, positive lateral axial rotation
moment shall indicate flexion of the head (head rotating forwards). Data shall be filtered at CFC
600. Due to the construction of the dummy, a correction shall then be made to convert the actual
moment measured by the upper neck load cell into the moment about the occipital condyle (OC),
as follows:
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My OC (t )  My Upper (t )  DFx Upper (t )
D = 0.01778

4.4.5. Lower neck lateral axial rotation moment (Lower Neck My)
This is lateral axial rotation moment measured by the dummy’s lower neck load cell.
If the instrumentation is configured in accordance with SAE J211, positive lateral axial rotation
moment shall indicate flexion of the head (head rotating forwards). Data shall be filtered at CFC
600, and the maximum value of the moment shall be determined, considering the portion of data
from T=0 until T-HRC(end) and both the positive and negative portions of data, as follows:
My max  Max [ My (t )]
T  HRC( end )

]]
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Annex 10
NON-USE POSITION TEST PROCEDURE
No Changes introduced to date
1.

PURPOSE
Procedures for folding or retracting head restraints in all designated seating positions
equipped with head restraints, except the driver's designated seating position.

2.

PROCEDURES TO TEST AUTOMATIC RETURN HEAD RESTRAINTS
Demonstrate compliance with paragraph 5.4.4.1, with the ignition "on", and using
a 5th percentile female Hybrid III test dummy 1/ in accordance with paragraph 2.1.
of this Annex, or a human surrogate in accordance with paragraph 2.2. of this Annex.
Compliance is determined at a temperature of 18 to 28 °C.

2.1.

5th percentile Hybrid III Dummy

2.1.1.

Position the test dummy in the seat such that the dummy's midsagittal plane is aligned
within 15 mm of the seating position centreline and is parallel to a vertical plane
parallel to the vehicle vertical longitudinal zero plane.

2.1.2.

Hold the dummy's thighs down and push rearward on the upper torso to maximize the
dummy's pelvic angle.

2.1.3.

Place the legs as close as possible to 90 degrees to the thighs. Push rearward on the
dummy's knees to force the pelvis into the seat so there is no gap between the pelvis
and the seat back or until contact occurs between the back of the dummy's calves and
the front of the seat cushion such that the angle between the dummy's thighs and legs
begins to change.

2.1.4.

Note the position of the head restraint. Remove the dummy from the seat. If the head
restraint returns to a retracted position upon removal of the dummy, manually place it
in the noted position. Determine compliance with the height requirements of
paragraph 5.1.1. by using the test procedures of Annex 1.

1/ The technical specifications and detailed drawings of Hybrid III dummy, corresponding to
the principal dimensions of a 5th percentile female of the United States of America, and the
specifications for its adjustment for this test are deposited with the Secretary General of the
United Nations and may be consulted on request at the secretariat of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Europe, Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.
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2.2.

Human surrogate
A human being who weighs between 47 and 51 kg, and who is between 140
and 150 cm tall may be used. The human surrogate is dressed in a cotton T-shirt, full
length cotton trousers, and sneakers. Specified weights and heights include clothing.

2.2.1.

Position the human in the centre of the seat with the pelvis touching the seat back and
the back against the seat back.

2.2.2.

Verify the human's midsagittal plane is vertical and within ± 15 mm of the seating
position centreline.

2.2.3.

Verify the transverse distance between the centres of the front of the knees is 160 to
170 mm. Centre the knee separation with respect to the seat centreline.

2.2.4.

If needed, extend the legs until the feet do not contact the floor pan. The thighs are
resting on the seat cushion.

2.2.5.

If the human contacts the interior move the seat rearward until a maximum clearance
of 5 mm is achieved or the seat is in the closest detent position which does not cause
human contact.

2.2.6.

Passenger foot positioning.

2.2.6.1.

Place feet flat on the toe board, or

2.2.6.2.

If the feet cannot be placed flat on the toe board, the feet are perpendicular to the
lower leg, and the heel is as far forward as possible and resting on the floor pan, or

2.2.6.3.

If the heels do not touch the floor pan, the legs are vertical and the feet parallel to the
floor pan.

2.2.7.

Passenger arm/hand positioning.

2.2.7.1.

Place the human's upper arms adjacent to the torso with the arm centrelines as close
to a vertical longitudinal plane as possible.

2.2.7.2.

Place the palms of the human in contact with the outer part of the thighs.

2.2.7.3.

Place the little fingers in contact with the seat cushion.

2.3.

Start the vehicle engine or place the ignition in the "on" position, whichever will turn
on the suppression system, and close all vehicle doors. Note the position of the head
restraint. Remove the human from the seat. If the head restraint returns to a retracted
position upon removal of the human, manually place it in the noted position.
Determine compliance with the height requirements of paragraph 5.1.1. by using the
test procedures of Annex 1.
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2.4.

Return the ignition switch to the "off" position.

3.

60° ROTATION EVALUATION
Procedures for the rear and front centre designated seating positions to demonstrate
compliance with paragraph 5.4.4.2.

3.1.

Place the head restraint in any position meeting the requirements of
paragraph 5.1.1.3. or paragraph 5.1.1.5. of the regulation;

3.1.1.

Mark a line on the head restraint with one end at the point of rotation. Measure the
angle or range of angles of the head restraint reference line as projected onto a
vertical longitudinal vehicle plane;

3.1.2.

Fold or retract the head restraint to a position in which its minimum height is less
than that specified in paragraph 5.1.1.3. or paragraph 5.1.1.5.;

3.1.3.

Determine the minimum change in the head restraint reference line angle as projected
onto a vertical longitudinal vehicle plane from the angle or range of angles measured
in paragraph 3.1.1. of this Annex.

4.

DISCOMFORT METRIC
Procedures for the rear and front centre designated seating positions to demonstrate
compliance with paragraph 5.4.4.3. of this regulation.

4.1.

The HLE and S dimensions are defined in Figure 10-1. Figure 10-1 is a vertical foreaft plane passing through the R-point (i.e. at the mid point of the designated seating
position) intersecting the seat cushion, seat back and the head restraint.

4.2.

Adjust the head restraint to the non-use position.

4.2.1.

HLE is the distance from the R-point to the lower edge of the head restraint measured
along the torso line.

4.2.2.

S is the maximum thickness of the head restraint (as determined within 25 mm of the
head restraint lower edge) measured perpendicular to the torso line between TH and
TS from line P.

4.2.3.

P is a line parallel to the torso line which intersects the head restraint at TS

4.2.4.

TH is the line perpendicular to the torso line and tangent to the lower edge of the head
restraint.

4.2.5.

TS is the line parallel to and 25 mm from TH.
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Figure 10-1
5.

10° TORSO LINE CHANGE
Procedures for the rear and front centre designated seating positions to demonstrate
compliance with paragraph 5.4.4.4.

5.1.

Place the head restraint into any position meeting the requirements of paragraph 5.1.1
of this regulation;

5.2.

Measure the torso line angle with the three dimensional H-point machine defined in
Annex 13;

5.3.

Fold or retract the head restraint to any position in which its minimum height is less
than that specified in paragraph 5.1.1. of this regulation or in which its backset is
more than that specified in paragraph 5.1.5. of this regulation; and

5.4.

Again measure the torso line angle.
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Annex 11
THREE-DIMENSIONAL REFERENCE SYSTEM
1.

The three dimensional reference system is defined by three orthogonal planes
established by the vehicle manufacturer (see Figure 11-1) 1/

2.

The vehicle measuring attitude is established by positioning the vehicle on the
supporting surface such that the co ordinates of the fiducial marks correspond to the
values indicated by the manufacturer.

3.

The coordinates of the "R" point and the "H" point are established in relation to the
fiducial marks defined by the vehicle manufacturer.

Figure 11-1 - Three-dimensional reference system
Need to clarify “forward” from annex 5

1/ The reference system corresponds to ISO standard 4130: 1978.
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Annex 12
Not yet reviewed
PROCEDURE FOR VALIDATION OF THE H-POINT AND R-POINT RELATIONSHIP FOR
SEATING POSITIONS IN MOTOR VEHICLES
1.

PURPOSE
The procedure described in this Annex is used to establish the H-point location and the
actual torso angle for one or several seating positions in a motor vehicle and to verify
the relationship of measured data to design specifications given by the vehicle
manufacturer.

2.

DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this Annex:

2.1.

"Reference data" means one or several of the following characteristics of a seating
position:

2.1.1.

the H- point and the R-point and their relationship,

2.1.2.

the actual torso angle and the design torso angle and their relationship.

2.2.

"Three-dimensional H-point machine (3-D H machine)" means the device used for the
determination of H-points and actual torso angles. This device is described in
Annex 13;

2.3.

"Centre plane of occupant (C/LO)" means the median plane of the 3-D H machine
positioned in each designated seating position; it is represented by the coordinate of the
H-point on the "Y" axis. For individual seats, the centre plane of the seat coincides
with the centre plane of the occupant. For other seats, the centre plane of the occupant
is specified by the manufacturer;

2.4.

"Three-dimensional reference system" means a system as described in Annex 11;

2.5.

"Fiducial marks" are physical points (holes, surfaces, marks or indentations) on the
vehicle body as defined by the manufacturer;

2.6.

"Vehicle measuring attitude" means the position of the vehicle as defined by the
coordinates of fiducial marks in the three-dimensional reference system.

3.

PROCEDURE FOR H-POINT AND ACTUAL TORSO ANGLE DETERMINATION

3.1.

The vehicle is preconditioned at a temperature of 20 °C ± 10 °C to ensure that the seat
material reaches room temperature.
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3.2.

The vehicle is at the measuring attitude defined in paragraph 2.6. of this Annex.

3.3.

The seat, if it is adjustable, is adjusted first to the rearmost normal driving position, as
indicated by the vehicle manufacturer, taking into consideration only the longitudinal
adjustment of the seat, excluding seat travel used for purposes other than normal
driving positions. Where other modes of seat adjustment exist (vertical, angular, seat
back, etc.) these will be then adjusted to the position specified by the vehicle
manufacturer. For suspension seats, the vertical position is rigidly fixed corresponding
to a normal driving position as specified by the manufacturer.

3.4.

The area of the seating position contacted by the 3-D H machine is covered by a
muslin cotton, of sufficient size and appropriate texture, described as a plain cotton
fabric having 18.9 threads per cm2 and weighing 0.228 kg/m2 or knitted or non woven
fabric having equivalent characteristics.
If the test is run on a seat outside the vehicle, the floor on which the seat is placed shall
have the same essential characteristics (tilt angle, height difference with a seat
mounting, surface texture, etc.) as the floor of the vehicle in which the seat is intended
to be used.

3.5.

Place the seat and back assembly of the 3-D H machine so that the centre plane of the
occupant (C/LO) coincides with the centre plane of the 3-D H machine. At the
manufacturer's request, the 3-D H machine may be moved inboard with respect to the
C/LO if the 3-D H machine is located so far outboard that the seat edge will not permit
levelling of the 3-D H machine.

3.6.

Attach the foot and lower leg assemblies to the seat pan assembly, either individually
or by using the T bar and lower leg assembly. A line through the "H" point sight
buttons is parallel to the ground and perpendicular to the longitudinal centre plane of
the seat.

3.7.

Adjust the feet and leg positions of the 3-D H machine as follows:

3.7.1.

In the case of front outboard seats:

3.7.1.1. Both feet and leg assemblies are moved forward in such a way that the feet take up
natural positions on the floor, between the operating pedals if necessary. Where
possible the left foot is located approximately the same distance to the left of the centre
plane of the 3-D H machine as the right foot is to the right. The spirit level verifying
the transverse orientation of the 3-D H machine is brought to the horizontal by
readjustment of the seat pan if necessary, or by adjusting the leg and foot assemblies
towards the rear. The line passing through the H-point sight buttons is maintained
perpendicular to the longitudinal centre plane of the seat.
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3.7.1.2. If the left leg cannot be kept parallel to the right leg and the left foot cannot be
supported by the structure, move the left foot until it is supported. The alignment of
the sight buttons is maintained.
3.7.2.

In the case of rear outboard seats:
For rear seats or auxiliary seats, the legs are located as specified by the manufacturer.
If the feet then rest on parts of the floor which are at different levels, the foot which
first comes into contact with the front seat shall serve as a reference and the other foot
is so arranged that the spirit level giving the transverse orientation of the seat of the
device indicates the horizontal.

3.7.3.

In the case of other seats:
The general procedure indicated in paragraph 3.7.1. of this Annex is followed except
that the feet are placed as specified by the vehicle manufacturer.

3.8.

Apply lower leg and thigh weights and level the 3-D H machine.

3.9.

Tilt the back pan forward against the forward stop and draw the 3-D H machine away
from the seat back using the T bar. Reposition the 3-D H machine on the seat by one
of the following methods:

3.9.1.

If the 3-D H machine tends to slide rearward, use the following procedure. Allow
the 3-D H machine to slide rearward until a forward horizontal restraining load on the
T bar is no longer required i.e. until the seat pan contacts the seat back. If necessary,
reposition the lower leg.

3.9.2.

If the 3-D H machine does not tend to slide rearward, use the following procedure.
Slide the 3-D H machine rearwards by applying a horizontal rearward load to the T bar
until the seat pan contacts the seat back (see Figure 13-2 of Annex 13).

3.10.

Apply a 100 ± 10 N load to the back and pan assembly of the 3-D H machine at the
intersection of the hip angle quadrant and the T bar housing. The direction of load
application is maintained along a line passing by the above intersection to a point just
above the thigh bar housing (see Figure 13-2 of Annex 13). Then carefully return the
back pan to the seat back. Care must be exercised throughout the remainder of the
procedure to prevent the 3-D H machine from sliding forward.

3.11.

Install the right and left buttock weights and then, alternately, the eight torso weights.
Maintain the 3-D H machine level.

3.12.

Tilt the back pan forward to release the tension on the seat back. Rock the 3-D H
machine from side to side through 10 degrees arc (5 degrees to each side of the vertical
centre plane) for three complete cycles to release any accumulated friction between the
3-D H machine and the seat.
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3.12.1.

During the rocking action, the T bar of the 3-D H machine may tend to diverge from
the specified horizontal and vertical alignment. The T bar must therefore be restrained
by applying an appropriate lateral load during the rocking motions. Care is exercised
in holding the T bar and rocking the 3-D H machine to ensure that no inadvertent
exterior loads are applied in a vertical or fore and aft direction.

3.12.2.

The feet of the 3-D H machine are not to be restrained or held during this step. If the
feet change position, they should be allowed to remain in that attitude for the moment.

3.12.3.

Carefully return the back pan to the seat back and check the two spirit levels for zero
position. If any movement of the feet has occurred during the rocking operation of the
3-D H machine, they must be repositioned as follows:

3.12.4.

Alternately, lift each foot off the floor the minimum necessary amount until no
additional foot movement is obtained. During this lifting, the feet are to be free to
rotate; and no forward or lateral loads are to be applied. When each foot is placed
back in the down position, the heel is to be in contact with the structure designed for
this.

3.12.5.

Check the lateral spirit level for zero position; if necessary, apply a lateral load to the
top of the back pan sufficient to level the 3-D H machine's seat pan on the seat.

3.13.

Holding the T bar to prevent the 3-D H machine from sliding forward on the seat
cushion, proceed as follows:

3.13.1.

Return the back pan to the seat back;

3.13.2.

Alternately apply and release a horizontal rearward load, not to exceed 25 N, to the
back angle bar at a height approximately at the centre of the torso weights until the hip
angle quadrant indicates that a stable position has been reached after load release.
Care is exercised to ensure that no exterior downward or lateral loads are applied to the
3-D H machine. If another level adjustment of the 3-D H machine is necessary, rotate
the back pan forward, re-level, and repeat the procedure from paragraph 3.12. of this
Annex.

3.14.

Take all measurements:

3.14.1.

The coordinates of the "H" point are measured with respect to the three dimensional
reference system.

3.14.2.

The actual torso angle is read at the back angle quadrant of the 3-D H machine with the
probe in its fully rearward position.

3.15.

If a re-run of the installation of the 3-D H machine is desired, the seat assembly should
remain unloaded for a minimum period of 30 minutes prior to the rerun. The 3-D H
machine should not be left loaded on the seat assembly longer than the time required to
perform the test.
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3.16.

If the seats in the same row can be regarded as similar (bench seat, identical seats, etc.)
only one "H" point and one "actual torso angle" is determined for each row of seats,
the 3-D H machine described in Annex 13 being seated in a place regarded as
representative for the row. This place is:

3.16.1.

In the case of the front row, the driver's seat;

3.16.2.

In the case of the rear row or rows, an outer seat.
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Annex 13
DESCRIPTION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL H-POINT MACHINE 1/
(3-D H machine)
1.

BACK AND SEAT PANS
The back and seat pans are constructed of reinforced plastic and metal; they stimulate
the human torso and thigh and are mechanically hinged at the "H" point. A quadrant is
fastened to the probe hinged at the H-point to measure the actual torso angle. An
adjustable thigh bar, attached to the seat pan, establishes the thigh centreline and serves
as a baseline for the hip angle quadrant.

2.

BODY AND LEG ELEMENTS
Lower leg segments are connected to the seat pan assembly at the T bar joining the
knees, which is a lateral extension of the adjustable thigh bar. Quadrants are
incorporated in the lower leg segments to measure knee angles. Shoe and foot
assemblies are calibrated to measure the foot angle. Two spirit levels orient the device
in space. Body element weights are placed at the corresponding centres of gravity to
provide seat penetration equivalent to a 76 kg male. All joints of the 3-D H machine
should be checked for free movement without encountering noticeable friction.

1/ For details of the construction of the 3-D H machine refer to Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE), 400 Commonwealth Drive, Warrendale, Pennsylvania 15096, United States of America
[(SAE J826 1995 version)]. The machine corresponds to that described in ISO Standard 6549:
1999.
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Figure 11-1 - 3-D H machine elements designation
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Figure 11-2 - Dimensions of the 3-D H machine elements and load distribution
(Dimensions in millimetres)
Latest SAE dimensions for shell width (narrower) favoured – consider implications for other
regulations employing 3DH machine.
-----

